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The purpose of aiis study is to test, within a feminist criminoiogy
fkamework. the hypoaiesis that vulnerabilii expressed through age, gender and
socio-economic status direcüy and indirectly affects fear of crime in Canada.
Using multiple regression and path analysis, this research also evaluates the

significance of predictors generally accepted in American and British fear of
crime research. induding previow vidimization. neighbourhood incivilities,
perception of crime rate, neighbouhood attachrnent and satisfaction with police.
Results frorn the 1994 Winnipeg Area Study indicate that gender and age
but not socio-economic status were signifiant predidors with specific types of

crime. Neighbourhood disorder was also a useful predictor. Winnipeggen
expressed a general fear of crime, indicated by worry about both specific
property and personal crimes.
Based on this data. the vulnerability hypothesis has not been supported.
The crime-specific explanation for fear of

was also not accepted. Further

Canadian research using multiple rneasums of fear is required. Social change is
required to reduœ fear of crime. On a local b e l , the Winnipeg Police Service
and related community agencies should expand their strategy and adopt a
multidimensionalapproach to p&onal safety beginning with the recognition of
the pervasiveness of domestic and interpersonal violence.
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Persanal safety, measured in tems of security with one's surroundings
and the people therein has become a popular pursuit of police and cornmunity

groups. The concept of personal safehl is inversely tied to faar of crime; that is.
the belief expressed by many in s o c i that regardless of official statisbics

released about crime patterns, their worry about belng vichimired is both
constant and incorporated into their everyday routine. Many municipalioes have
deveioped target hardening strategies aimed at reducing this fear and creating a
sense of safety by improving environmental mes like adding street lights in dark
areas and passing laws to restnct neighbourhood inciviiities. Despite this

undertaking. the level of fear of crime in sodety has not dedined.

Education campaigns which have also been laundred, are directed
specifically at the gmup that research indicates feels the most vulnerable to
victimization. women. Police services offer women selfdefence classes and
encouragement to becorne more risk avoidant and aware of their surrounding
environment. Such campaigns advocate that women should not walk alone at
night, should stay in welMit amas and above all, be on guard around strangers.

The education campaigns have not resuîted in a significant reduction of fear.
Instead, a more critical interpretation condudes that the focus of these
carnpaigns has seived to reinforce women's fear and undemine their own

strategies for feeling sak.
According to a recent report from the Canadian Centre for Justice
Statistia. the 1993 General Social Suwey found that 27% of Canadians felt
somewhat or very u n s e walking alone in their neighbourhood after dark. This
is comparable to the results of the 1988 GSS in vutiich 25% of Canadians
reported feeling unsafe.(Sacco. 1995:4) These findings indicate that despite the

energies and resources funnelkd into these programmes. they have failed to
alleviate the high level of fear in Society. Because these initiatives have been
less successfid than expected, new de
rio
citns

are required. It is not sufficient to

conclude that women have a high level of fear of crime because the group
"womenwis cornprised of a diverse membership whose affinity may end with
gender. Certainly, not al1women register the same degree of fear; neither does
the level of personal safety for al1 men hover at a consistently high point.
The p h a r y purpose of this research is to test the significanœ of the most
cornmonly induded predidors in bar of crime rnodels using a muhivariate
dependent variable to measure fear. Mulaple regression is the most suitable
methodology for this type of analysis. Paramount to kar of crime research is
the notion of vulnerability. expressed in gendet, age and s~~~*o-economic
status.
In order to provide an additional dimension to this research, path analysis will be
employed. This method will reveal the direct and indirect effects of vulnerability

on fear of crime levels. The findings will be analyzed with specific attention
towards the impact of fear of crime research within the Canadian context.
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Although much research has been condudeci in the United States and Brïtain,
the componding research area. using multhrariate analyses. has received
relativeiy Vie attention in Canada. Consequentiy, this is important research
enabling the test of assumptions and condusions propoaed by other researchen
by using data from a medium sized Canadian W .

The results of this research should provide a foundation for a Canadian
model of fear of crime. The degree to which vulnerability indues fear as well as
the types of social and environmental cues that mate and sustain insecunty will
be evaluated. The model UAillustrate which Wnnipeggers are fearful and will
provide police and comrnunity groups with a more canaete idea of which

segments of society should be targeted as well as the types of campaigns that
will produce a positive impact on these people.

The social consequenœs inherent in people's low levels of personal
safety undemine social cohesion. Ciüzens become less likeiy to leave their
homes and their neighbouhood areas thus becoming more isolated, not only

from the larger city but ako h m members within their own neighbourhood.
Other results of this isolation include the failum of corearea businesses and a
rise in the desertification of some neighbouhoods. A major repercussion is the
in
i a"l
acceptanœ that the "crm

is the stereotypical image proffered by the media

as well as the "law and order" hetoric of ceitain poliücians and interest groups; a

portrait that is t w frequenüy dassist and tacist. Ulamately, the p r i e of living in a
society whose citizens harbour a high level of fear of crime is the gradua1
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acceptanœ of more punitive measures, not only in the area of criminal justice but
also with government sponsored srnial services.

The eff-

of high kvels of fegr of crime are unquestionably destructive.

The challenge is to effedively addrew the anxiety, that is. by determining the

source andthe guardians of this fear-

CHAPTER
1: REVIEWOF THE LITERATURE
Despite the shortage of multhraflate analyses of Canadian research on

fear of crime, a brge body of American and British Ibrahim encompasses
several theoretical angles to explain th+ social phenomenon. The moût m m o n
approaches incorporate such elements as: vulnerabiliï, directfindirect
vicümkation, neighbourhood inuvilities and awnmunity concem, specific crimecentred, perception of neighbouhood crime and confidence in the police.
The dominant literature has attempted to explain the reasons women

have incredibly high levels of fear relative to their official rate of victimization.
Baumer (1985) explains that 'Me interaction of subjective risk and
gender...suggests that efforts that focus on the objecfjfication of risk might be

especially effective for women"(252). He argues that if women were forced to
'rationalkegtheir fear they would realize that they are not at risk for vidimization.
This early, simplistic approach to reducing fear of crime has been largely
discountecl by other researchenr. As Fattah and S a m (1989) explain; "affective
measures. unlike cognitive measures...do not have 'objective' empirical referents
against which these perceptions may be judged. Thus, while we may conclude
that a given cognitive perception is inaccurate or incorrect, such a judgement is
meaningless when applied to an affedive perception such as fear or worry"(209).
Having accepted that fear of crime is a justified response to the perception
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of specific cues and situations, researchers are now evaluaing so
ac
li

structures

that may produœ or contribute to fear- Although some researchers have
focused exdusively on one social factor, the more credible predicüve models are

approaching muladimensionality- In order to mate and test a causal model,
consideration of oie variables used in previous kar of aime research is
essential. As identifid above, the Merature supports the indusion of a variety of
neighbouhoad and individual variables. An examination of three dominant fear

of crime modek cunently under debate in the literaturewill assist in the

construction of a useful Canadian model-

A cursory glenœ at the Iiterature indicates that vulnerability serves as the

foundation for rnost fear of crime conceptual models. As a resuit, vulnerability
can be understood as mediating diredly and indirectly through other variables to
affed fear of crime levek. One exampk is its e f b t on direct and indirect

to attack,
victimization. lndividualswho believe themselves to be impe~ous
because of a sense of security, will maintain a lw kvel of fear of crime despite

exposure to indirect vicümization.(Hung and Bowles 1995) These variables are
explained in physical and psychological t e m as well as being negotiated
through other social factors. Vulnerability reflectsthe inequality of power and is
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expresseci thrwgh gender. age and soci~le~~nornic
status.
In ternis of the psydrological comparent, Riger, Gordon and Le Bailly
(1978) argue that fear of aime is the consequence of ssx-mie so&lization which

manifests personality traits a d a t e d with @ar- Sacco (1995) refines this

argument, suggesting that women have higher levels of bar of crime because of
"childhood training which stresses passMty and dependency"(6). Aloiough his
contention is debatable, it is dear that women are socialited, not only in the family
but in socïety generally b be conœmed abwt their personal safety.

Such

psychological influences serve to increase women's fear of crime.

Researchers have also undersaml the physical &ment of wlnerability.
Yin (1985) explains that any consideration of wlnerabili should indude such

personal factors as physical disability and hearing lm. Taylor and Hale (1 986)
expound this notion, ciong that women and the elderly are more fearful because

of their physical wlnerability and the serious level of harm they could sustain
during an attack. Skogan and Maxfield (1981) also use this sense of wlnerability
to explain women's high leveis af fear;

passive vulnerabilityA s due to the physical conditions of
individuals and recognition by potential offenders that they
can be exploited. Because those conditions usually cannot be
altered. that potentiai for exploitation is an enduring feature
of their INes. and it should not be surprishg if it greatly affeds
their assessments of the risks of thek envimnment.(72)
Finally, \IVarr (1984) emphaskes that women sMer both in ternis of defending

themselves dunng the assault as well as recoverïng financially and otherwise
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after the attack. Thus. physical vulnerability contributes to the overall
assessrnent of personal safety.
The final module of vulnerability is mediated through soc*o-economic

status. Social dass determines standard of living, the neighbourhoods and type
of housing that are affordable, the type and location of jobs and ultimately. the

ability to adopt crime and fbar-mduûng strategies. Baumer (1985) elaborates;

"the poor tend to live in more dangerous neighbohoods, are less able to secure
their homes. and find it more diffiwit to avoid dangerous areasm'(241).
Determinants of social dass, such as education, income and occupation are
important variables in calculating vulnerabiliï and ulamately, fear of crime.
The issue of vulnerability as illustrated through social inequality will be
discussed in greater detail in the theoretical elaboration chapter.

The first model of fear of &me focuses on the convergence of previous

victimùation, personal vulnerabili and environmentaifactors. Previous
victimization refers both to individuals who have diredly been the victims of
crime as well as those who hear about aime from other vicths. family, friends.
law-and-ordeipoliocians and the media. Covington and Taylor (1991)
ernphasize the importance of induding indirect victimization experiences,

explaining that many people are indiredly victimized when they hear anecdotes
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from the relaüvely few number of people who have been diredly afFected by

crime.(232). According to Taylor and Hale (1986); "a criminal event sends out

'shock waves' that spread throughout the community via local soda1
networks"(l56). Results from Parker and Ray's (19QO) multiple regression

analysis of sunrey data indicate that victimkation

is the most significant and

constant predidor of fear of aimc.(38) 60th direct and indirect expanence with
crime can elevate an individual's Ievel of f&arof crime.
Routine actÏvitiestheorists draw on elements of vulnerability to explain

which individuals are most susceptible to criminal vidimization. They posit aiat
vicümization is encouraged when there is a motivateci offender, a suitable target

and the absence of capable guardianship.(Kennedy and Forde 138) Suitable
targets are detemined according to their perceivecl vulnerability. Capable

guardianship iefers to the social and physical structures-insociety that protect
individuals. Research conducted by Kennedy and Forde (1990) using the 1982
Canadian Urban Victhization Survey reveals that residents in areas of high
unemployment and one person households are more likely to be assaulteâ.
They ako found that younger, unmanisd, low-income males were most often

victimized.
A major shortcoming of roun
ite

adivities theory and specifically the

Kennedy and Forde research project is the amount of attention devoted to

stranger crime in aie public sphere, thereby ignoring the prevalence of
interpersonalviolence. Domestic assault and other crimes that occur in the

private sphere are undeneportecl in ojfiaal crime stetstics and thus, are often

minimùed men contemplating victirnization in sodety- Data from the Canadian
Centre for Justice Statistics show that 32% of aduit fiemales were vidnnized by

their spouses or ex-spouses and only 17% by strangem.(Hung and
Bowles, 1995:12) Stanko (1990) extends this idea;

the cumnt thinking about sakty and danger fails to capture
what people know and experience as personal vioience.
Whilst Our attention is continwusly athined to that which
happens in public places, there is a stony silence, almost
a denial of the extent of violence that happens in private,
usually between those who already know each other,
however slightly. To the extent that it is ad<nOW(edged
at all, we assume that this private violence is nomial.
Real violence. that cornmitteci by stmngen is abnomal,
an affront to pubb safetyg(9)

The n a m definition of stranger vicümkation becomes translated into public
policy wiaiout the realition that programmes aeated based on this
understandingfail to address women's realities.
Sacai and Fattah (1989) argue that interpersonal crimes against the
elderly are also underreported and frequently misdassifmd; "our culture, after all,
provides us with a highly idealized image of family life and the intensity and
pervasivenessof these beliefs mitigate against a willingness to admit that the
famiiy may be the site of physical, psychological, emotional or economic

Due in large part to the cnücal work of these criminologists, the discussion
of victirnization has been widened to confim that not only young men who
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fkquent bars but a h women and the ekleriy within their own homes are at risk
for vicümüaüon. This realii renrforces the mitirnate fear of aime that occupies
wornen and the efderîy.
Research projeds conducted by Sacco (1995). Covington and Taylor
(1QQI), Parker and Ray (1990). Box et al. (1988). Taylor and Hale (1Q86),
Baumer (1985), Yin (1985), and Garofalo (1981) confinn that vicümizaüon

experienœ contributes to a higher kvel of fear of crime.

NEIGHBOURHOOD
/NCMUTIES AND COMMUNITY
CONCERN
To complete this model, consideration of neighbourhood incivilities and

community concem is necessary. The tenn neighbourhood incivilities refers to
physical and social disorder. inciuding public drinking, street harasment, noisy
neighbours, abandoned houses or buildings, vandalism, and garbage.(Skogan
1990) Covington and Taylor (1991) explain the role of inciviliaes; "residents
perceiving more %lues'to the underlying level of disorder in their immediate
environment feel more vulnerabîe and thus more fearfuln(232). The prevalence
of such disorder can undermine neighboumoodües,parücularly residenüal

cornmitment and integradion into the local community.(Skogan and Maxfield
1981) Thus, as argued by these researchers, incivilïües can lead to the
destnicüon of community conœm; that is, the loss of socail

order. Comrnunities

without cohesion lose their informal social control on the area. In tum, the l o s of
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control feeds into opportunities for

and increased fear. Taylor and Hale

(1986) condude that fear is boai an indication of social position and of the level

of confidence in the neghbowhood. Skogan (1990) anaiyzed data from 40

areas in San Francisco by conducting

a path anaiysis to decompose the

relationships between these fàctors and fear of morne.Results rewaled that
social and physical disoder mediated the effea of perceived &me problems.
fear of crime and actual vicümization. The presenœ of neighbourhood incMliües
can undermine community m c e m and stability thereby creating an environment
for increased fear of crime.
Through further research. Skogan condudes that areas with low levels of
income, employment and education are more indined to report extensive
problems with neighbourhood disorder.(1990:59)

Lewis and Salem (1981)

found that fear of crime is related to neighbouhood conditions, including
abandoned buildings. vandalism. teenagers hanging around. and ülegal dnig
use.(quoted in Yoko and &usth, 1991:46)Social vulnerability detemiines the
type of neighbourhood in which an individual c m afford to live. Consequently,

the poor and the unemployed are forcd to move into low-inme
neighbouihoods which are often plagueâ by absentee landlords and growing
social problems that are toierated by agents of social control. Uhately. m e n s
who are socially secure have higher levels of home ownership and can become
established in neighbourhoods that are not troubled by inciviliües and that
receive sufficient support from the police service. Those without such security
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are prone to incivilities. thereby compounding their vulnerability as well as their
fear of crime.

There is an interaction effact between perception of neighbourhood crime
and neighbourhood atachment The causal arrow leading to neighbourhood

attachment indicates that indiviiuals who perceive a high level of crime will
retreat from activities and relationships outside their home, thereby reducing their
level of attachment However, the relationship can also be viewed in the other
direction. Skogan and Maxfield (1981) explain; "the web of interpersonal
relationship ties...is likely to facilitate the spread of crime stories which concem
local residents and events dose to home"(l60). Thus, a substantial level of
attachment may provide a "realistic" appraisal of neighbouhood crime or
aftematively, such attachment may yieki a distribution cnde for crime stories

thereby increasing'the perceived ievel of crime and ultimately, the fear of crime.
Neighbourhood attachrnent also shares a relationship wiai neighbourhood
inciviliaes. In assessing the level of attachment, Kasarda and Janowïtz (1974)

cuntend that the kngth of residence is the most important variable for integrating
into a neighbourhood. Austin and Baba (l9BO) concur, cïüng that in their
research, the length of residence was the most significant indicator of community

attachment. The number of years that an individual Iives in the same residenœ
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depends largely on soci~notnïc

status. Consequently. individuals without

stabk employment may not be abie to remain in the same midence for an

extended period of time, thereby effedheiy undennining any a m m e n t with
their neighboumood.
St. John et al (1986) indicate that aside from length of midence,

community attachment is determined by evaluating both phpical and social
elements of a neighbourhood. They maintain that satiskcüon wW the
surrounding environment, both in ternis of the physical nature of the

neighbourhood as well as social interactions with neighbours prsdict overall
community atadiment An extension of this argument presumes that
neighbouhoods with incivility pmblems will gamer k s satisfaction for residents.

Thus, neighbourhood indvilities influenœs neighbourhood attachment which in
tum affects fear of crime.

Perception of neighbourhood crime is largely influenced through the
combination of vulnerabilïty. expeiience with airne and neighbourhoad
inciviliaaf. It also interads with the concept of neighbourhoodattachment.
Individuals, by virtue of their social andfor physical vulnerability, may be sensitive
to criminal events m i n their neighbourhoods and aius are likely to perceive a
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more inflated crime rate than it is adually reporteci to be. Residents who have

either diredy or indi-

experienœd ainewill also be more sensitive. In

ternis of neighbouhood incMlioss, Skogan (1900) aQfinnsthat perceptions of

increasing neighbouhood crime are associatecl with mighbouhood disorder,
even when incorporating many demagraphicfadors. Thetefore. residents who
Iive in amas of high disorder and are more fiequently exposed to crime will
perceive the

rate to be high. Such a perception will iwease an

individual's level of fear of crime.
An examination of the dominant Meranire on vulnerability. previous

victimizaüon, neighbouhood incivilities and neighbourhoodattachment indicates
that these variables play an important role in detemining fear of crime. The
ment of the crimecentred approach and satisfaction

with police service now

requires evaluation.

The s p d c crime-centred explanadion for fear of crime argues that
women's high level of fear of cmie can be explained by their anxiety about one
speciiïc criminal offence; "the most obvious difference in the crime situation for

-

-

men and women Q that women have an additional &ne to fear rape that men
do not experiencem(Rigeret al., lQ?8:278). Recent statistics fmm the Canadian
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Centre for Justice Statisücs m e a l that 11-2% (34.764) of al1 report4 violent
crimes comrnitted in Canada in 1993 were sexual assaults on women.(Hung and

Bowles,l995:13) fhus, although women may have lower viaimizaüon rates for
al1 other violent offenses, Year of mpe was not deady separable in respondents'
minds ftom their anxieües about other crimes1'(Sa~.1990:488).

This is only a

partial explanation becawe it does not account for men who have high levek of
fear. However. it does suggest that women's high levels of fear of aïme reflect
their concern about becoming viaims to one specific aime as opposed to crime
in general. It is usehil to isobte fear of senial assauft in order to determine if this
is the case.

The final variable to be considered. qualii of police service has only
reœntly received attention in the Ilrature. Box, Hale and Andrews (1988) posit
that; "if people believe that the police are effccbjve and eficient at clearingiip
crimes and apprehending aiminal, that they respond to calls quiddy and that
they have physical presence on the ground, then they are less Iikely to fear

cM(342). Results from a multiple regression analysis on national survey data
indicate mat police actiwities can foster confidence in local residents but reduce
fear only in subjecfively high ri& areas.(Baumer.l Q85:248) Research conduded
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by Scaglion and Condon (1980) reveals that personal interactionwith poliœ is
the most criocal element in detemiining overall amdes toward poliœ. Waller

(1990) acknwiedges that the type of contact between police and the public is
important lnclims are likely to be more conœmed about how they are treated
than people parücipaüng in ciozen crime prevention programs. If vidims have a

positive image of their experience with the police, this posiove image will be
wmmunicated to their friends and family"(144). Consequently, individuals who
have experienced crime will have a shng opinion, either positive or negative, of

police service. lndividuals in contact with the poliœ for other reasons may be
more arnbiguous in their evaluation.
In interpreting vulnerability and L eff-

on the level of satisfaction of

police service, Scaglion and Condon (1980) indicate that;
lawer incame minority groups have less favorable attitudes
towards police than do middle incorne whites, that white
noneainics tend to have kss favOrable attitudes towarû police
than do white ethnics, and that young people tend to have
lem favorable attitudes than okfer peopk(486)

This assessrnent may be the result of overpolicing certain segments of society
and underpoiicing in s p d c communities within a city. Also, the respondent's
perceiveci level of systemic racism m i n the &minal justice system may affect
his or her level of satisfaction with police.

Edwards (1989) suggests that divisions can also be drawn between men
and women, resulang fmm the quali of attention that each group receives from
police:

the police organizaüon is imbuad and saturateci wiai iâeologies
that have wofked against the reauibnentand promotion of
poliœ women. The same dhrisie attitudes have also significantly
influenced the police mponse to crime and vidims, priorïtias,
policies, operations and police accountability...violenœ against
women and sexual misconduct, have been considered less
serious than incidents invoking violence and sexual abuse
ocairring in public.(26)
As a result of these structural problems, w o m n may be iess likely to report
crimes to the poliœ or to be satisfied with the level of service they reœive.

In temrs of neghbouhood incivilb, Rountree et al. (1994) argue that
"residents in more disadvantaged areas must %y hardef to obtain the same
resuits as in less disadvantaged areasU(4l1). Stark (1987) concun:

the poliœ tend to acœpt the premise that vice will exist
somewhere. Therefbre, they tend to condone vice in
neighborhoods from which they do not receive effective
pressures to act against k..the police frequently corne to
share the outside community's view of stigmatized neighbo~ods
as fillcd with moralîy disreputable people, who deserve H a t
they get. (902, original emphasis)

-

lndividuals who live in areas plagued by neighbourfwod disorder may perceive

that they are being ignored henœ, they may be iess satisfied with police service.
A low level of police satisfaction rnay translate into conœm about the

responsiveness and enectiveness of poliœ service. thereby increasing fear of
crime.

Individuals who perceive an increase in neighbourhood crime may be less
satisfied with police than those who perceive a stable or decreasing rate of crime
in their neighbourhoad. This proposition is related to the perception of
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neighbourhood incivilii. Responâents presume that proficknt police service

should result in crime reduction; therefore, when residents believe that crime is
rising, the effedhreness dthe poliœ service becomes suspect Consequently.
the respondent's reported level of satisfaction

with police service may be

influenœd by his or her perception of the neighbourhood crime rate.
Bennett (1991) wams that satisfaction

with police is only a part of the fear

of crime eqwtion because aie other variables involved, such as vicümization
rates and neighbourhood incivilities, cannot be controlled by police. Satisfaction
with police services should be included in a b a r of crime concephial model, with

the acknowledgement that it provides only a partial interpretaüon.
Thus fat. the traditional theoretical fiameworks describeci in the literature

emphasize previous vicümization, neighboumood dues and the vulnerability of

women and the elderly, as well as the newer variables of specific crime-œntred
and police satisfaction to explain fear of crime. Alaiough these variables provide
the framework for a conceptual model, consideration of feminist cfiminology

is

necessary to produce a truly muiüdimensional approach to this issue.
Competing models of fear of crime offer different variables but are guided
largely by the same theoretical orientation. Vulnerability, whether detennined by

gender, age or socio-economic status, anec2s perceptions, choiœs and
outcornes. Considering vulnerability as a starting point for aieoretical elaboration

of fear of crime is necessary to mate a usefiil conceptual model. By
ackncwfedging indirect eff-,

a conceptual mode1incorporating these variables
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provides a robust framework for testing fear of aimewithin a Canadian context.

STATEMENT
OF THE PROBLEM
There are several elements of this pmject which advanœ the cuvent body
of research on fear of crime. The most signifiant contribution of this projed is

the production of a preliminary test of k a t of crime pfedictors within a Canadian
conte*

Currently, no mulaiariate analyses of fear of crime have been

conducted in Canada. Thus, this research w*llevaluate the applicability of

previous British and Arnerican findings, signifying which predidors are valuable
in measurïng fear in Canadian communioes.
The orientation of this research has bèen informed by feminist criminology

theories. This branch of criminology criticizes the mainstream theories for their
misconceptualizationof fear, in failing both to understand the origins of
vicümization and to recognize the variety of domains within which violence
rernains pewasive and largely ignored. To pursue a more criocal approach to
fear of crime, vulnerabiîii. exprienced in social, economic and physical
spheres, is presented as the starthg point for identirying who is fearful and

explaining why. This theoretical approach is integral to bar of crime research
because it is derived from the acknowledgement that fear is intentionally tied to
specific gmups as the direct result of social actions.
This project also introduces a more robust measure of fcar of crime. The
popular use of the measure Year of walking alone at night" as a dependent
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variable has been criticirecl for being ambiguous and presenting respondents
with an unmalistic sihration. The 1094 Winnipeg Area Study uses a series of

questions involving sp&

aimes to probe the respondent's level of wony.

In

this way. respondents are abk to evakiate eadi situation, invoiving both

personal and propeity

on a ten-point scak. Using such a mulovariate

dependent variable allows for a dear analysis of fcar of aime. Thus far. few fear
of crime researchers have empkyed such measures. Consequently, it is

essential to illustrate the strength in explanatory power that such a complex

measure can yield.
A related benefit of this research and the muladimensional aspect of the

dependent variable is the abiiii to test the crimecentrecl approach to fear of
crime. Isolating one of the specific situations, involving wony about becoming
the vidim of sexual assault. will enable the cornparison between fear of sexual

assault and fear of other crimes. This c r i m e s e n t theory has not been tested
m i n the framawork of multiple fear of

measures. Hence, this research

provides a solid rneasure through whidi the effea of the k a r of senial assaul
can be determined. Similady, producing separate regression equations for each

dependent variable will m a l any ditfbrences in bar levels.
Finally. the inclusion of a multivariate independent variable contributes to
the current body of fear of

researdr. Measuring neighbouhood incivilities

by creating a scale of neighbouhood disorder, induding misbehaving teens,

people loitering, noisy neighbours, nin-down buildings. and drug and alcohol
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abuse provides more explanatory results than the commonly adopted single

measure approach. Adopting mis approach Ml assist the respondent in
understanding what is meant by disorder. Such a scak of neighbourhood
incivilïties masures has not been wideiy tested or incorporated into
muladimensionalfear of crime models. It will yield sound information about the
types of incivilities that most conœm respondents.

The contributions to Canadian fear of crime research, by incorporating
elements of hminist criminology,

testing the crimecentreci approach. as well as

the methodological additions of adopting robust dependent and independent

variables through the use of multiple regression and path analysis, illustrate the
value of conducting this research project.
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CHAPTER
Il: THEORETICAL
ELABORATION
As previously indicated. feminist aiminology infomis the conceptual

mode1for this project The foundation of this theoretical elaboration rests with
the understanding that fear of aime is driven by vulnerability. In tum.

vulnerability is producad by unequal power relations in Society. This inequality
becomes expresseci in women8sbehaviour;

women pay the emotional cos& of feeling anger, anxiety and
resentrnent in their relationshipswith others or in their own
assessments of seFworth and personal esteem; incur fmancial
loss through shouldering the expense of transport, locks and
bolts, and 'safer' housing; and suffer social Mation because
of conœm about the dangers of the unknown.(Stanko, 1990:177)
Messerschmidt (1991) argues that in order to understandthe dynamics of

victimization and inequality, the nlationshïp between social actions and social
structures must be examined. Social actions continually adapt the social
structures which govem the operation of &ety.

As a remit of these actions,

the inequality of women is perpetuated. Fundamental to this conceptualkation is
that in order to achieve meaningful crime prevention and thus a reduction in fear
of crime. there must be

direct challenge to men's dominance in al1spheres of

everyday liW(Slanko,lQQO:l8l).
tin
In this chapter, the roles of social aco

and social structures in

deterrnining vulnerability and fear of crime will be discussed. In order to

contextualize the theory. case studies demonstrating the way in which actions
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influence structures will be detailed. Finally, the role that feminist criminology
plays in affecüng the stwly of k a ?of crime will be explored. The starüng point
for understanding feminist criminology's connedion to kar of &me begins with
the recognition pointedty stated by Stanko (1995) that; rire reality of sexual

-

-

violence whether from known or unknom men Q a core component of being
fernale and is experienced through a wide range of everyday. mundane
situationsn(50).
Primary to presenting a feminist criminology elaboration to the study of
fear of crime is a historicalcontext within which to ground contemporary issues-

This perspective reveals a consistent framework of social, economic and legal

structures that; nave fostered male pmilege and women's dependence on male
partners"(Johnson.1996:21). Men have tradiüonally held the positions of

authority wkhin society and as a result; 'have had the power to define what is
hamiful and what is not, and to perpetuate acts of violence against women
without great fear of reprisaP(Johnson,1996:22). Whin this fnmework, the

resistance encountered by contemporary struggles for gender equali can be
understood. Similady, the degree of stniggle necessary to achieve meaningful
results is compounded because social structures perpetuate power over women.
Thus, women are fearful of vicümization because they Iive in a society whose
structures exist to further the interests of the powerhil. For the most part, women
are unable to a#& the struchires which sustain theii inequality.
Reœnt work of Messerschimdt (1993) aims to bnng men into the
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discussion of vidunhtion; 70 structure a comprehensive feminist theory of
gendered

we must bring men into the ftamework...by aiticulating the

gendered context of men's behavior and of &en(62). To understand h m this
gendered SOCjety operates, the role of social actions and social structures must
be cleariy identified. Messerschmidt succincüy explains that; 'social adors

rnaintain and change social structures within any partiwlar interaction, and those
social structures simuitaneously enable and constrain social actionn(63).
Conesponding to the function of social actors is the reality that the social groups
with power have prefened access and can achieve changes in structures.
Groups who ladc power are restricted h m the resources that would produœ the
power necessary to reduœ and ultnnately elhinate their inequality.

Messerschimdt suggests that the reconsütutiution
of structures is an ongoing
process of evolving masculinities. As structures change to reflect conternporary
realities. men are not always able to secure their masailinity. He proposes that
when these traditional avenues fsil, men use crime as a social action to bolster
or reinforce their masculinity.(lQ91:85)

The consideration of several examples is useful to demonstrate the ways
in which adors m a t e and alter structures. Messerschirndtexplains that sa

manifestation of gender relations of power is the obvious structural fad that men
control the economic, relgious, political, and military institutions of authority and
c&rcïon in society"çl1). The division of labour and primary school education

are N o sites of social action which perpetuate the inequality and subsequent
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vulnerability of women.
The division of labour has frepuenüy been cited as one of the original

locations for gendering activioea. As women have been accepted in the
worldorce. Messersdimidt argues that; Siegemonic masculinity is no longer
based on being the sole breadwinner. ..new constructions of masculinity and

fernininity are emerging from the identical ongoing pracüces'(7û).

These new

foms are reflected in the division of household labour as well as the scope of job
oppominiües availabb to women in the labour force. m i t e having paid

employment outside the home, many women remain largeiy responsible for
childcare and household choies. The 1990 General Social Survey found that;
72% of wives aged 15-64 working full-üme who had children lmng a home were

solely responsible for meal preparation, compared with 86% of wives employed
part-time and 89% of those not in the labour forcen(Marshall,1W3:I 1). Indeed,

as women toi1 with these domestic chores. men continue to guard responsibility
for repairs and outside work.
For women in the labour force, harassment continues to shape the social

structure of the wodcplace. Pain (1991) explains that; Yeminists have seen
sexual harassment in the workplaœ as having a very clear iole in helping define
mak and fernale spacen(426). Masculinities becorne reproduced through social
actions expressed as harassment because men as social adors permit, tolerate
and participate in the herassment of women in order to define the workplaœ.
Martin (1995) explains that; 'such harassing behavior is legs blatant or
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threatening than quid pro quo harasment, is condoneci by management, and is
regarded as 'nonnaln male behavior or as an extension of the male prerogative
of initiation in male-female intera~n"(21l). Constituted by action, the
workpkice as a social structure allows glass ceilings and other bamers to persist.
Gartner et al (1990) indicate that; 'Miiîe women are now more likely to be wage

earnen, neither their absolute economic position no?their position relative to
males has improved substantially"(596). The result for women is the restriction

of their full participation in the labour force.
Equal division of labour has not yet been achieved because men
dominate positions of authority. Without access to power, women continue to be
subjugated to the interests of the powefil. This subjugation is reflected in the
types of employment women hold. salary ranges, and the scope of benefits and

accommodations provided for working mothers. Division of labour kads to
vulnerability. Women have fewer choices about jobs, housing, means of
transportation, childcare and relationships. This heightened vulnerabilii resub
in an increased fear of crime.
Education is a second site where social acoitn

becornes translated into

structure. Martin explains that; m e n a n not bom weak, passive, dependent,
and receptive to male initiation; they are socially conditioned to develop these

qualiües. Similady, men leam that they are expected to be strong, dominant.
independent, aggressive, and the initiators of sexual interactionn(l995:223).
Beginning in primary school. children are presented with images of 'socially
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acceptablewnoms and behaviours. In a review of educaüon in Ontario, Gaskell

et al. (1995) enurnerate wmmon stereotypes; 'little g i h in elernentary texts
played mth dolls while their brothers play& baseball; mothers wore aprons and
baked cookies, while fathers drove off to woiK(102). Because masculinities
guide the dominant discourse and detennine appropriate images, children are

socializeâ into gendered roles. Uftimateiy, the education system perpetuates
and reproduces new generations of traditional gender divisions.
As a consequenœ of this stereotyping. the division of labour is supported

in denying women full access and participation. Occupations induded in
elernentary school teaching reflect b sex-segregated labour market - women are

witches and men are truck drivem...the man plays golf' while the woman 'is a
tnie and loyal friendga(Gaskell
et al, 1995:102). Boys are both challengeci and
expeded to aspire to careers whereas girls are presented with conflicting images

that focus on emotions and domestic responsibilities.
Sex-role socialization also extends b messages about the threat of
victimization; Wornen are socialired to protsd themselves Rom attack instead of
eliminating the potential attadC(Pain,l991:423). The notion that women are
somehow responsible for their own victimization kads women to minimite or
reject their own experienœs with violence. In the education system, girls are

provided with a mcoâeof unspoken rules about d m , behaviour, lifestyle,
sexuality. and femak loyalty and passivii in relationships'(Pain, 1991:423) in

order to avoid vicürnization.

Social aco
tin

maintains the dominance of masculinity by uexciuding

women's exparience from that which schods have traditionally deemed worthy of
study and analysisg(Gaskellet al. lgQ5:lOS). In spite of pmgress toward a more
integrated cunSculum, the evolving process of redefining masculinities ensures
that gender noms and sex-des still persist in schods.
The w v in which labour and education are organizeâ and controlled by
those in positions of power are eftected in a l spheres of la. The study of

criminology and specirically, fear of crime are no exception. Despite resistance
to change, feminist criminologists have been making meaningful contributions to
the measurement and conceptualkationof fear of crime.

Gardner (1990) suggests that advanœments made by women have not
affected the way in which sociofogicalresearch undemtands victïmization;

"women may have made considerable progres in occupation. education and
home lik;yet in public places they are regulariy subjeded to inferior treatment
by men in the fom, for instance, of catcalb, evaluative "compliments" and verbal

contactsH(31).
In terrns of the study of criminology, a gmwing body of literahrre is critical
of traditional conœptualizations of fear of crime. Gardner, along with Stanko
(1995; 1992; 1990; 198S), Kelly (1990). and othen have contesteci this

"traditional" approach to fear of airne. Stanko (1995; 1902; l9QOa;1Q90b;1985)
rejeds the notion that violenœ is a random occurrence within a normally ordered

life. Instead. she insists that women deal wÏth the threat of violence on a daily

basis;
rather than viewing vioîenœ as a disniption to the supposedly
caîm life we lead, I perceive it as an ordinary part of lii...Hany
of us takes rneasures to try to guarantee ouf sasuch as
staying alert on tk street, misüng arguments with ou?
intimates because their bad tempers might kad to a beating
or avoiâing certain public places that make us feel uneasy
we are automatically taking violence into account as a
possible occurrence in Our liVes.(1990:5)

-

.

-

Scheppele and Bart (1983) extend this m u e by maintaining that women adopt
strategies to proted themsdves ftom victimkation. They argue that "many
women's personal landscapes have been posted with cultural signs, waming of
the do's and donYs in their travel"(64).
Stanko (1992) emphasùes that fear of crime as it is understood in

contemporary research fails to acknowledge women's lived experienœs of
sexual and physical violence. Furthemore, by focussing exclusively on stranger

vidimization, the dominant literature has negleded the reality that interpersonal
violence is much more prevalent in sodety, even if it is not reftected in official
crime statistics. Stanko (1892) insists that this narrow conceptualkation of
violence as street crime "distorts and sensationafiies violence against
women"(l30). She also asks 'how useful crime prevention adviœ is to women

and whether it ackndedges wornen's own knowledge about the sexual dangers

in their everyday livesw(l990. 177).
Aside from conceptualkation issues. there are also structural problems
with the way in which fear of crime is addressed. Pain (1991) suggests that "the
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failure of the state to react to violenœ against women is a sign of its acceptance
of force as a form of social conW(426).

In order to remedy the way in which pdiœ address fèar of crime and
crime prevention, Stanko argues that;
al1 aspects of comrnunity Me, espe
ya
lcil

crime prevention would demand that

the institutionswhich might assist

women to escape and cornplain about the violenœ of men, promote women's
economic, sexual and political independencen(l$9O,l8l)- Instead, crime
prevention agencies, including the Solicitor General of Canada, continue to
devote resources to wam women about men in public places.(DeKeseredy et al
1995)

Pain (1991) emphasizes that the threat of sexual violenœ cannot be
ascribed to al1 men. However, she cautions that %ere is no reason why the

barriers to equality with men entaifeâ in social control must only be those which
are sizeable and immediately recognizabkm(427).Accordingly, when studying

fear of crime and aime prevention. the d e of harassrnent and threats must not
be diminished. Fear of mornerestricts womenls freadom. Pain (1991) suggests
that fear of sexual violenœ "encourages women tawards traditional roles and

dependenœ on menn(426).
The theoretical issues underiying the misconœptualization of violence are

encompassed under the banner of vulnerabilii Fear of crime is not simpiy
manifest in previous victimization. Social action mates vulnembility and affects
the social structures that govem sdo-economic status, neighbourhood
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affordability and the type of police service that is ofkred. The conceptual
model, developed within the fiamework of feminist criminology, seeks to
incorporate personal inâicatom of age, gender and m ~ n o m i c status as well

as the stnictural indicators of police service and neighbourhooddisorder. By
adopting this type of model. féar of

h undersfood as existing within a large?

sphere.

The feminist criminology critique has forced the reconsideration of many

assumptions that have guided research into fear of crime. The 1994 Winnipeg
Area Study, the data set for this research pmject, seeks to validate women's

daily experienœs with violence by including more detailed questions on
vidirnization. worry about specific aimes and neighbouhood incïvilities.
lncorporating a cntical conceptualion of fear, changes in measurement and

the theoretical elaboration of the conceptuel model permit the inclusion of factors
relevant to women's experiences. These efforts represent an attempt to reduce
the research gaps in the study of vidimization and fear of mime, thereby

redistributhg power ffom men to women.

CHAPTER
Ill: METHODOLOGY
In order to conduct meaninghil research, a suitable data set must be
secured. In addition, a dear hypothesis must be developed and concepts
integral to testing the conceptual mode1must be selected. In this chapter, the

benefits and limitations of the data set are exploreô and the hypothesis and key
concepts are presented. The stafistical techniques rnost appropriate for
evaluating the hypothesis are detemined. Finally. the initial descriptive staüstics
for each variable included in the analysis are displayed as well as any neœssary

transformations required to produce meaningful analysis.

The data set for this project cornes from the 1994 Winnipeg Area Study,
conducted by the Department of Sociology at the University of Manitoba. This

annual study draws a randorn sample h m al1working tetephone numbers in
Winnipeg. Householâ is the primary sampling unit with sex. age and midency
variables assigned to each. Interviews were completd with 1002 respondents,

yielding a 75% completion rate. The median age of respondents is 42 years. In
ternis of gender, this sample contains more women (59.5%) than men (40.5%).
The 1.991Census indicates that 52.3% of Winnipeg residents over 18 years of
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age are women.(Forde;lQ94,4) A weighting variable has been induded in the
data set to compensate for the oversampling of women. Although gender has
been conecfed, there are other potential fiaws in using this data set for studying

fear of crime which must be noted.
The determination of hypotheses for this pmject was limited by the

variables induded in the Winnipeg Area Study. For example. the survey does
not probe if media reports of crime affect fear even though research indicates
that such indirect vicümization is infiuential in detennining an individual's level of

fear of crime.(Sacco 1995) The ciassification of ethnic identity as opposed to
race also produœs some difficuloes. Race has been mentioned in the literature

as contribang to one's sense of vulnerability (Skogan 1095); howevet. by
classifying individuals by ethnic Klentity, it is no longer possible to Ment@ them
by race. Of the 986 responses to the question of ethnicity, 42% of respondents
surveyed identifiecl thernselves as Canadian with the remaining 58% shared

among 45 different categories. Consequently, this researeh does not inciude
variables on the effed of the media or race,
Asking respondents about their victnnitaoon experienœs in the past year

presents another weakness with rneasurement in the 1994 Winnipeg Area Study.
In this study, respondents were asked if they, or a mernber of their household
had been the vidim of a crime in the past year. Johnson (1996), Smith (1994)

and Stanko (1990) criticize this measure for failing to acknowiedge that the
lifetime prevalence of victîmization experienœs affects fear of crime levels.
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Excluding incidents that occurred more than twehre months prior to the interview
renders such events inconsequential. when in fad, they are integral to this area
of research. Hence. a more valid measure of vidmkation would provide a wider

wihdow for recording vicarikation expeiienœs hile balancing the effed of
memory decay.

A second significant issue wïth this measure is that many women

underreport their vidimization experiences because they do not consider certain
events to be se-

enough to mention. Smith (1994) indicates that such

experienœs as threats, harassment, obscene telephone calk and particularly,
violeme within the home are underreported. Skogan (1986) suggests that one
expianation for the underreporting of m e is that; "victims may not remember
disputes which arise within kinship or fiiendship cirdes as readily as they

remember events invohring strangers. Or. such disputes may not register as the
kind of incidents that the interviewer b looking foi'(86). To reduœ the problem

of undeneporting, multiple masures of victnnization. plaœd in more than one

section of the interview questionnaire should be employed.
Despite these shortcomings. the 1994Winnipeg Area Study measurement
of victimization is of some value. The use of an openanded question probing
the aime allows respondents to name and d e m b their particular victimization

experience. In addition, the use of prokssional, experienced interviewers in
coilecting this data is essential in conveying sincerity and confidentiality to
respondents who are k i n g asked to discuss sensitive issues.
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The rneasurementof the dependent variable presents a more appropriate
assessrnent of bar of crime than previously adopted mesures. Previous
measures, particularly asking respondents "how fearful do youkould you feel
walking alone after dark in your neighbwrhood" have been criticized for
providing a vague situation that most people do not enwunter. In the Wnnipeg
Area Study, this variable is measured by asking respondents a series of
questions to gauge their wony about becamhg the victim of specilic aimes.
(See Appendix B.) Fmsing on the concept of wony is similar to the traditional

measures of feac however, the inclusion of specÏfic offenses allows respondents
to h m e a mental image of the situation and deci

accordingly on their level of

fear. Break and enter, theft, mugging, fraud and sexual assauit provide the
range of personal and property crimes to be tested. Research conducted by Lalli
and Savib (1976), Sundeen and Mathieu (1976), Lewis and Maxfield (1Q8O),

Wart and Stafford (1Q83),Warr (1QM),
Tayior and Hale (1986) have used
multiple offenses and the concept of worry to evaluate fear of *me.

mer variableg measured in the Winnipeg Area Shidy including sex. age,
perception of crime, neighbourhood incivilities and attachment are consistent
with the conceptualkation of other researdrers.

Vulnerability. as ewpressed through age. gender and socio-economic
status, both direcüy and indirectiy affects fear of crime.

The achial questions from the Mnnipeg Ama Study are presented in
Appendix B.
1)

VULNERABILIW: This refers to the soacli

and physical weakness

ascribed to individuab. Vulnerability will be measured by three indicaton:

a) GENDER: Gender will be measured through question 3.
b) AGE:

Respondents to the Winnipeg Area Study must be at

least 18 years old. Age will also be measured through question 3.

c) SES:

Socio-emnomic

status will be measured through

education and houseMd income. The first indicator refers to the highest level of

education completed at the thne of the interview. This variable will be measured
through question 108. The second indicator refers to the total income of the
household for the past year. Household incorne willbe measured through
question 112.

2)

EXPERIENCE
WlTH CRIME:

This rebrs to the direct or indirect

victimuation of respondents. This variable wilf be measured through question 21.
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3)

NEIGHBOURHOOD
INCMUTIES:This refers to the social

and physical disorder found in neighbouhoods. A respondentrs perception of
neighbourhood incivilitks will be measured through question 25a-e.
4)

PERCEPTION
OF CWME
RATE: This refiem to an individual's

assessment of oie anie rate M i n his or her neighbouhood. Perception of the

crime rate w*llbe measurad through question
5)

18.

LEVELOF SATISFACTIONWlTH POUCE:This refers to the level

of overall satisfaction with police senrices within an individual's community.

mis

variable will be measured through question 20.

6)

COMWUNITYATTACHMENT:
This refers to the level of

attachment that an individual has for his or her neighbouhood. Community
attachment will be measured through neighbourhood satisfaction. that is, the

degree to which individuak are satisfied with their neighbourhood as a place to
live. Community attactiment will-be measured by question 7.

7)

FUR OF CRIME: This refers to worry or conœm about becorning

the victim of a crime. This variable will be measured through questions 24a-e.
Fear of crime serves as the dependent variable for the analyais.

DETERMIN~NG
THE STA~

S ~ C TECHMIQUE
A L

The purpose of this research is to idennify the strength of the effed that
each preâictor has on detemining fegr of crime levels for Winnipeggers. Such
information is essential for the police service to target appropriate programmes
to those who experienœ aie most fear. Responses to the dependent variable.
wony about becoming the victim of speciffc crimes, are measured on a tenpoint
sale. In order to test the conceptual modd. multiple regression and path
analysis will be used. Aîthough other statistical techniques rnay be more
appropriate given the level of messurement for the dependent variables. the
power of interpretation as well as the ability to assess the direct and indirect
influence of individual predidors confimi the value of using a combination of
mulüple regression analysis and path analysis.

A difference of propottions test has been conducted for each dependent
variable. as well as the independent variables measuring neighbourhood
indviliües, to assess whether variables originally gathered in ordinal fom can be
treated as interval. (See Appendix C.) These tests indicate that al1of the
dependent and independent variables may be induded, as intewal or dummy
variables, for inspection in the muiüple regrassion analysis and path analysis.
Multiple regmion will reveal the strength of the conceptual model in explaining
fear of crime. The second methodology, path analysis, will decompose the
indirect effects of vulnerability, as defined by gender, age and socioewnomic
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status on fear of crime.
The difFerenœ of proportions test for vlOO (worry that a thief

break

into your home while you are away) indicates that the assodation between v100

and v26 (age) yields a z score (2=4.22) outside of the acceptable range.
However, the assocaioitns

behnreen v1OO and v272 (income)(t=0.643) and v100

and v265 (education)(r0.089) produœ acceptable values. indicating that, with

cautiori, vlOO can be treated as an interval variable.
Testing the associations between vIO1 (worry # a someone will use a
weapon to take something from you by force) and the independent variables
shows that vlOl can be treated as an interval variable. The results for v102
(wony that someone will steal your coat when left unattended) and v103 (worry
that someone will cheat or con you out of a large amount of rnoney) confimi that

al1 of the z scores are within the acceptable range. Therafore. v102 and vi03
can also be treated as interval.
For this study, tk final dependent variable, v104 (worry about becoming
the vidim of sexual assautt), has been Iimited to kmale respondents. All of the

associations tested generate scores within the acceptable range. Consequently
when women are selected. v104 c

m be treated as an interval variable for this

analysis.

The second set of difference of propocüonstests considers the
associations between the.independentvariables for perception of neighbourhood
incivilities and the inteival variables. age (v26) and income (~272).The z score
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results for associations

involnng v105 (misbehaving juveniles), v106 (loitering),

v107 (noisy neighbous) and v108 (rundown buildingdhouses) are all m i n the

acceptable range. The associations

with VI00 (dniglalcohol abuse) yield z

scores which are above the acceptable level; v1O9 8 v26 ( ~ 2 . 1 3 and
) v lO 9 &
v272 (~2.42).Thetefore, four measures of neighbouhoad inciviliÏ may be
treated as interval, the fiWI measure can be transfomied into a durnmy variable if

its inclusion in the analysis is essential.
These difFerenœ of proportions tests indicate that al1 of the variables
tested, except v109 can be treated as interval. Thus, the z scores producd
through dHerence of proportionstests confimi that multiple regression analysis

and path analysis should yield worthwhile results in evaluating these fear of

crime predidors.

The muitiple regression model indudes s u separate dependent variables

and eleven independent predictors. This -on

will present each of these

.

variables, indicating their kvel of measurementas well as initial descriptive
staüstics. M e r e required. transf;onnations have k e n perfomed.

As indicated. a separate regression analysis will be run for each

dependent variable and one regressionwill be conduded using a composite
measure for fear. Testing each variable independently, as opposed to creating
only an encompassing composite measure permits the mparison of fear of
crime levels among different types of aimes. %yemploying this tactic, the
validity of the crime-spacific hypothesis, that women's fear of crime can brgely
be explained by their bar of sexual assauit, can be evaluated. The Winnipeg

Area Study prefaces the measurement of these dependent variables by

explaining to respondents that "at one time or another most of us have
expenenced fear and wony about becoming the vicürn of a crime".
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V I 00: WOURYTHATA THlEF W U BREAK INîO YOUR HOME

Respondents were asked to evaluate their wony about the possibility mat
a thief wili break into their home Mile they are away on a scale from O (never
worry) to 10 (worry a great deal). This variable is measured on an ordinal level.

Descriptive data are reported in Table 3.1.

Only 1of the 1002 Winnipeg Area

Study questionnaires has misshg data for this variable. The largest number of

responses (17.8%) ocairs in value 5, the rnidpoint in the range, indicaüngthat
residents are neither consumeci by wony nor do they profess to be not at al1
worried about having their home burglarired.

Table 3.1 : Descriptive Statistics for V I 00
-

p
p

Mean
Minimum

Kurtosis
Std. Enor

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.193

Std. Dev.

3.196

-000

Maximum

10.000

Skewness

-.107

-1.045
.IO1

Missing Cases

1

The frequency histogram for V I O0 shows a mildly peaked distribution
(kurtosis = -1.045) with heavy tails. The distribution is slightly skewed to the left
(-.107). Grouping the data increased the kurtosis (-1 -078)and minutely lowered

the skewness value (-.101). Because signifîcant improvements in the variable

have not been achieved, VI00 will remain untransfomied for the mulople
regression analysis.

Respondents were asked to evaluate their level of worry about the
possibility that someone wïll use a weapon to take something from them by

force. This variable is ordinal, using a scale ranging h m O to 10. Descrp
i tv
ie

data are displayed in Table 3.2. Only 6 of the 1002 cases are missing for this
variable. The largest number of responses (18.8%) occurs in value O, indicaüng
that these respondents do not worry at al1 about someone using a weapon to

seize something from them. The fraguency histogram shows minor kurtosis
(-.963) with skewness to the ieft (-354). Efforts made to group the data

marginally reduced both the kurtosis (-,800) and the skewness (-306). The

change in values is not signifiant to warrant adopting the transfWnationfor this
variable.

Table 3.2: Descriptive Stab'sticsfor V1O1

Mean

Std. Dev.

4.084

3.1 51

Minimum

-000

Maximum

10.000

Kurtosis

-963

Skewness

-354

Std- Enor

Missing Cases

-100

6

Respondents were asked to assess their level of worry about the
possibility of having their coat stolen when they have left it unattended
somewhere. This variable is measured on an ordinal level with values ranging

from O to 10. Descriptive data are presented in Table 3.3. Nine of the 1002
cases are missing for this variable. The large& number of responses (19.2%)
occurs in value 0. indicathg that these respondents reported that they do not

worry at al1 about someone stealing their mat when lei€unattended. The
frequency histogram shows a leptokurüc distribution (kuRoois = -1.209) with a
slight skewness (.176) to the right. Grouping the data only marginally reduced
both the kurtosis (-1.O1 7) and the skewness (352). Because transfomiing VI02

will not improve the distribution

significanüy, it will be left in its original form for

the multiple regression analysis.

Table 3.3: ûeswiptive Statistics for V I 02

Mean
Minimum
Kurtosis
Std, Error

4.533

Std. ûev,

3.404

.O00

Maximum

10.000

-1-209

Skewness

-176

,108

Missing Cases

9

V I 03: SCMUEONE
W U CHEAT OR CON YOU OUT OF MONEY

Respondents were asked to evaluate their level of wony about the
possibility that someone will cheat or con them out of a large sum of money.
This variable is measured on an ordinal ievel, with a scale ranging ftom O to 10.

Descriptive data appear in Table 3.4. Five of the 1002 cases are missing for this
variable. The largest number of responses (38%) ocwr in value 0, indicating
that these respondents reportecl that they do not wony at al1 about someone

cheathg or conning them out of a large surn of money.
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Table 3.4: Descriptive StatisbLcsfor V I O3
-

Mean

2.926

Std- ûev.

3.269

Minimum

.O00

Maximum

10.000

Kurtosis

-306

Skewness

-878

Std. Etror

-104

Missing Cases

5

The frequency histogram shows mifd kurtosis (-.SM)
with moderate
skewness to the right (-878). The distribution

problems anse from the high

number of responses occurring in value O. A logarithrnic transformation is the
most appropriate remedy for this type of problem. However, both the log10 and
log(lO+l) transformations do not substantially improve the distribution. The
cautionary eRed that a tfansfonned variable creates in interpreting findings is not

j u s t i i by the minute improvements produced by the transformation. As a
resuft, VI03 will be left untransformeâ for the multiple regression analysis and
must be interpreted with caution.

Respondents were asked to evaluate their kvel of worry about the
possibility of being sexually assaulted. This variable has been measured at an
ordinal level, using a scale ranging fiorn O to 10. ûescriptive data are presented

in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5: Descriptive Statistics for V I 04

3.176

Std. ûev.

3.517

Minimum

.O00

Maximum

10.000

Kurtosis

-.978

Skewness

Mean

Std. Enor

-111

,685

Missing Cases

3

Three of the 1002 cases are missing for thb variable. The iargest number
of responses (41-5%) occur in value 0, indicating that close to half of al1

respondents to this suwey reported thet they do not worry at al1about someone

sexually assauiüng them. The frequency histograrn reveals a platykurtic
distnbittion (-.978) with positive skewness (.685). The cmss tabulations for
VI04 and gender indicate that the positive skewness is due to the large number
of male respondents in value O. SeledRg out male respondents from the

equation proâuces a frequency histogram with a normal distribution. Because
both gender and fear of sexual amault are hitegral to this bar of crime research.
selecting out males to a l l w the tesüng of V I W provides more value than simply
discarding the variable. Thus. the multiple regression analysis of VI04 will only

include female respondents.

There are 13 independent preâidors in this bar of crime model. A few of
the variables may be entered into the equations in their original fom. the others

however, do not meet the required assumptions far multiple regression and must
be transfomied. Descriptive statistics as ml1as any transformations conducted

are presented below.

Gender was ascertained by the interviewer at the beginning of the
telephone interview. The gender for each household was designated prior to
initial contad. If the respondent of the denoted gender was not available, then
the person who answered the telephone was selected to complete the survey.

As mentioned earlier, because women were oversampled, a weighüng variable
has b e n induded to compensate for the lower number of mak respondents.

There are no missing cases for this variable. Gender is measured at a nominal
level. For the muitiple regression anaiysis, it

variable (male = O. female = 1.)

be recoded into a dummy

Respondents were asked to report their age a the time of the interview.
There are 46 (4.6%) missing cases for this variable. Desc11*püvedata are
presented in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6: Descriptive Statistics for V26

Mean

41-683

Std. Dev.

16.986

Minimum

18.000

Maximum

88.000

-.396

Skewness

-697

Kurtosis
Std. Enor

.549

Missing Cases

46 (5%)

Age is measured at an interval level. The largest number of responses, at

3.6% of al1 responses, occurs in value 35, indicating that alaiough 35 is the
mode, the age of respondents is largely welldistributed among the values
between 18 and 88 years. The data are slightly skewed to the right.

Respondents were asked to evaluate their level of satisfadon with their
neighbouhoad as a place to Iive. This variable has been measured at an ordinal
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level, using a s a l e ranging fnwn 1 to 7. Oescriptive data are presented in Table

3.7. Two of the 1002 cases are missing for this variable. The largest number of
responses (38.4%) occurs in value 7, indicating that these respondents reporteci
being very satisfied with their neighbourhood as a place to live. In order to meet
the criteria for multiple regression, V59 will be transhrmed into a dummy variable

(somesat: 1 4 = 1,5 - 7 = O).

Table 3.7: Descriptive Statistics for V59
-

-

-

-- -

- -

-

-

----- -

-

-

-

-

Mean

5.807

Std. Dev.

1.325

Minimum

1.O00

Maximum

7.000

Kurtosis

1.796

Skewness

-1.335

Std. Error

-042

Missing Cases

2

Respondents were asked to evaluate the level of crime in their
neighbourhood compared to two years ago. Perception of neighbourhood crime
has been measured as an ordinal variable with 3 values. Descriptive data are

presented in Table 3.8. Ninety-eight (9.8%) of the 1002 cases are rnissing for
this variable. The largest number of responses (50.4%) occur in value 2,
indicating that half of a l respondents surveyed perceive that their neighbourhood
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crime rate has remained the s a m . V87 has been transfomeci into a dummy

variable, showing that the crime rate has increased or declinedlremained
constant (crate: 3 = 0.1 2 = 1).

Tabla 3.8: ûesctiptive Statistics for V87
,569

Mean

2.41 5

Std. ûev.

Minimum

1.000

Maxm
i um

3.000

Kurtosis

-.797

Skewness

-_324

Std. Enor

-019

Missing Cases

98 (9.8%)

Respondents were asked to assess how satisfied or dissatisfied they are
with the level of police service in Winnipeg. Level of satisfaction with police has
been measured as an ordinal variable with 4 values. Descriptive data are

presented in Table 3.9. 41 (4%) of the 1002 cases are missing for this variable.
The largest number of responses (58.0%) occurs in value 3. indicating that the

majority of respondents intewiewed are somewhat satisfied with the level of
police service in Winnipeg. Because V89 has not been measured on an interval
scale, it will be recoded into a dummy variable showing satisfacüon and

dissatisfadion with police seMœ (police: 1 2 = 1; 3 4 = 0).

Table 3.9: Descriptive Statistics for V89

Mean

2.834

Std. ûev.

Minimum

1.000

Maximum

4.000

-.558

Kurtosis

,339

Skewness

Std. Enor

.O24

Missing Cases

,746

41 (4%)

This question probes the vidimkation experienœ of members of the
respondent's household. Respondents were asked whether they or a rnember of
their household had k e n the vicüm of a crime in the previous year. Descriptive

statistics are presented in Table 3.10.

Table 3.1 0: ûescrïptive Statistics for V9O

Mean

1.762

Std. ûev.

Minimum

1.O00

Maximum

2.000

Kurtosis

-.477

Skewness

-1-235

Std. Enor

.O1 3

Missing Cases

.426

1

Experience with victimization over the past year has been measured on a
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nominal level. No distincüon is made bahneen the raspondent or the family
member as the direct aïme victim. However, this variable should be inchdeci in
the analysis because both direct and indirect vicümization experiences are useful
to fear of aime research. For the multiple regression anaiysis. it will be recoded

into a dummy variable showing whether or not someone in the household had
been vidimized (no = 0, yes = 1). Only 1 of the 1002 cases is missing for this

variable. The largest number of responses (58.9%) oawr in value 2. indicating
that more than half of a l respondents reported that neither they nor members of

their household were victimized in the previous year.

Respondents were asked to evaluate how much of a problem

rnisbehaving juveniles pose in their neighbourhood. Perceptionof misbehaving
juveniles is measured on an ordinal level with values ranging from O to 10.
Descriptive data are presented in Table 3.1 1.
Eighteen (1-8%) of the 1002 cases are missing for this variable. The
largest number of responses (18%) occurs in value 0, indicating that these

respondents perceive that rnisbehaving juveniles are not at al1 a problem in their
neighbourhood.

Tabk 3.1 1:Descriptive Statistics for V I 05

Mean
Minimum
Kurtosis

4.238

Std. Dev.

3,138

.O00

Maximum

10.000

-1 .O58

Skewness

-232

-100

Std. frror

Missing Cases

18 (1-8%)

PEOPLE
LOITERING
ON THE STREET'S
Respondents were asked to assess how much of a problem people
loitering on the streets pose in their neighbouhood. Perception of people
loitering is measured on an ordinal level with values ranging h m O to 10.
Descriptive data are presented in Table 3.12.

Table 3.12: Descriptive Statistics for V I Oô
-

- -

Mean
Minimum
Kurtosis
Std. Enor

-

-

-

-

2.914

Std. Dev.

3.092

-000

Maximum

70.000

-.414

Skewness

.854

-098

Missing Cases

9
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Nine of the 1002 cases are missing for this variable. The largest number
of responses (35.1 %) occurs in value 0, indicabing that over one-third of al1
respondents pereaived that people loitering on the streets is not atall a problem
in their neighbouhood.

Respondents were asked to assess how much of a problem noisy
neighbours pose in their neighbourhood. Perception of noisy neighbours is

measured on an ordinal scale with values ranging from O to 10. Descriptive data

are presented in Table 3.13.

Table 3.1 3: Descriptive Statistics for V I O7
- -

Mean

Std. ûev.

Minimum

Maximum

Kurtosis
Std, Error

2.202
.O81

Skewness
Missing Cases

1.703
2

Two of the 1O02 cases are missing for this variable. The largest number
of responses (35.1%) occurs in value O, indicating that more than one-third of ail
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respondents perceive that noisy neighbours are not at aH a problem in their
neighboufiaad. The data a n somewhat skewed to the nght

V108: RUN~OOWN
BUIUHNGS AND WUSES

Respondents were asked to assess how much of a problem rundown
buildings and houses pose in their neighbourhood. Perception of rundown
buildings and houses is measured a an ordinal level with values ranging from O
to 10. Descriptive data are presented in Table 3.14. Two of the 1002 cases are

missing for this variable. The largest number of responses (54.3%) ocairs in
value 0, indicating that more than haff of al1 respondents perceived that nin-âown
buildings and houses are not at al1 a problem in their neighbourhood. The data

are moâerately skewed to the right.

Table 3.14: Descriptive Statistics for V I O8

Mean
Minimum
Kurtosis
Std. Error

1.628

Std. Dev.

.O00

Maximum

2.402

Skewness

.O77

Missina Cases

2

Respondents were asked to assess how much of a problern drug or
alcohol abuse pose in their neighbourhood. Perception of d ~ and
g alcohol
abuse is measured at an ordinal fevel with values ranging from O to 10Descriptive data are presented in Table 3.15. Socty-seven (6.7%) of the 1002
cases are missing for this variable. The largest number of responses (44.8%)
occurs in value O. indicating that dose to half of al1 respondents interviewed

perceived that drug or alcohol abuse is not at al1 a problern in their

neighbouhood.

Table 3.1 5: Descriptive Statistics for V I 09
-

-

2.149

Std. Dev.

2-776

Minimum

.O00

Maximum

10.000

Kurtosis

.815

Skewness

1-322

Std. Enor

.O91

Missing Cases

Mean

INCIVIL: OVEMU

67 (6.7%)

MEASURE
OF INCMUTIES

The variable JNCML represents a composite measure for neighbourhood
incivilities (variables v1OS. VI
06, VI
07, v1O8 and VI
09). Descriptive data are

presented in Table 3.16.

Table 3.16: Descriptive Statistics for INCIVIL

Mean

1.409

Std. Dev.

.627

Minimum

1.O00

Maximum

3-000

Kurtosis

-475

Skewness

1.270

Std. Enor

.O21

Missing Cases

8s (8.5%)

The values of INCIVIL, producing an ordinal level variable, have been
grouped into 3 categories; not at al1a problern (&3= l), somewhat of a pmblem

(4-6~2)
and a big probiern (7-l0=3). 85 (8.5%) of the 1002 cases are missing for
this variable. The largest number of responses (61%) occurs in value 1.

indicating that more than half of al1 respondents surveyed perceive that
neighbourhood incivilities are not a problem.
To address assumption issues with mukiple ngression, INCML will be
recoded into a dummy variable showing incivilities as either a problem or not at

al1 a problem (hidisor: not a problem = O, a problem = 1). Attempts to create two

-

durnmy variables for INCML reveaieû a distribution of 90% 10% for somewhat
of a problemlnot a problem. Because this type of distribution capitalizes

differenœs in the category with 10% of responses. it is not worthwhile to retain
such a variable for regression analysis. As a resuk only one dummy variable

will be used to measure INCIVIL.

-

Thus. INClVlL will replace variables V I 05 V I 09 in the analysis.
Although using a variety of measums for neighbourhood incivilities is useful from
a theoretical standpoint, the measurement and distribution of responses among
the values for each variable indicate that the majority of respondents to this

survey are not conœmed with such disorder in their communiües.

Respondents were asked to indicate the highest level of educaüon that
they had completed at the tirne of the interview. Education is measured on an
ordinal sale with values ranging Rom 1 to 15. Descriptive data are presented in
Table 3.17.

Table 3.17: Descriptive Statistics for V265

Mean

8.576

Std. Dev.

2.568

Minimum

1.O00

Maximum

15.000

Kurtosis

-.624

Skewness

-301

Std. Error

.O81

Missing Cases

2

Two of the 1002 cases are missing for this variable. The largest number
of responses (24.7%) occurs in value 7 , indicating that for a quarter of al1
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respondents interviewed, the highest level of education completed is high
school-

Respondentswere askd to indicate their household incorne for the past
year before taxes and deducüons. lncome is measured on an ordinal level with
values ranging from O to 31. Descriptive data are presenteâ in Table 3.18.

Thtee hundred and forty-four (34%) of the 1002 cases are missing for mis
variable. The largest number of responses (8.3%) occurs in value 19. indicating

that household incorne is well disaibuted among the values. Strategies for

dealing with the high percentage of missing values with this variable will be
exploreci ni the next chapter.

Table 3.18: Desaiptive Statistics for V272

17.256

Std. ûev.

Minimum

1.O00

Maximum

31.O00

Kurtosis

-346

Skewness

-242

Mean

Std. Eiror

.325

Missing Cases

8.347

344 (34%)
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Descriptive statistks and a prdhinary evaluation of aswmptions for each
of the vaMMes used in the multiple regmion and path analysis procedures

have been presented. The following chapter presents a more detailed
assessment of the assumptions required fbr mulovariate analyses and displays
the results of the multiple regession anaiysis and path analysis.

CHAPTERIV: RESULTS

In order to genemte meaningfiil data anaiysis, a variety of assumptions
regarding the data must fnst be satisfied. For multiple regression and path

analysis, consideration must be given b the following issues: normality. Iinearity,
homoscedasticity. multicollinearity, outlien, case to independent variable ratio
and missing data. The Crst section provides evidence to verify each of these

assumptions.

Following the assumptions. the multiple regression equations are
presented in detaa. Fear of a thief breaking into your home while you are away,

fear that someone will use a weapon to take something frorn you by force, fear
that someone will steal your coat when you have left it somewhere unattended.

fear that someone will cheatccon you out of money and fear of being the victim of
sexual assault are the five dependent variables. A separate regression analysis
has been executed for each variable. In addition, a summary variable TOTAL

incorporating al1 five fear variables has been also been used as a dependent
variable. Evaluating the cornparison between using a single crime-specific
variable as opposed to one that combines a variety of offenses will provide
useful methodobgical information for the rneasurement of fear of crime. More

irnportantly, r e s u l h m these six regression equations will illustrate which
variables are significant in predicüng which Wnnipeggers are most feamil.

Finally, in order to enhanœ the findings produced airough multiple
regression, the resuffi of the path analysis will be presented. To facilitate the
use of this methodology, the composite measure ITOTAL' has been designated
the dependent variable. The independentvariables. paraailadythose

expressing vulnerability; age. gender and soci~nomic

status, will be

demposed into direct and indirect efleds.

In this section, assurnptions of multiple regression and path analysis are

verified. Recalling the previous chapter. descriptive statistics for each variable
have been presented. Therefore, in order to avoid repetition, only a summary of
the required transformations will be presented.

NORMAUTY,
LINEAMTYAND HOMOSCEDA~TICIM
The assumptions of nonnality. linearity and homoscadasücity can be
tested by exarnining the residual scatterplots. histograms and normal probability
plots generated by the cornputer package 'Statistical Package for the Social

Sciences' (SPSS). According to Halli and Rao (1992). a distribution is normal
when; Tor any fixed value of the independent variable, the distribution of the

dependent variable is normal with a constant variance but may have different
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meansa(64). Linearity, expressed through a straight Iine relationship between

residuals and predided scores, provides the base mode1for mulavariate
analysis. Finally. homoscedastkity reflects variability and is violated when the
band of residuals is not of approximately equal width across the predicted

dependent variable.flabachnick and FideIl 1989) In order to assess these
assumptions. the residual scattergram will fimt be examined.
The scatterplot for V100, fear mat a thief will break into your home while

you are away, presents a fairly rectangular distribution

although it appears

rnoderateiy skewed to the le& V101, f&ar that someone will use a weapon to

take something from you also has a slightly negative skew but the distribution is
largely redangular. V102. fear that someone will steal your coat when left
somewhere unattended, is defïnitely skewed to the M.Aithough the scatterplot
indicates there may be a fiilure of nomality, fumer analysis of the residuals is

necessary. VI 03, fear that someone will cheat oram you out of a large surn of
rnoney is also somewhat inegular with a large number of responses in the O
category. As a result, the distribution is skewed to the left. V104, fear that
someone will sexualiy a m u i t you, fields a ractangular distribution. This variable
is also minutely skewed to the left. Finaliy, TOTAL, the composite dependent
variable has a reangular distribution with a slightly negative skew.
To varying degrees, al! of the variables exhibit skewness. However,
except for V102 and V I 03, the distributions

do resemble redangles and

therefore pass these assumptions. An examination of the histograms will further
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clarify the validity of these asswnptions.
As a test of nomality, the histogram reveals any skewness or kurtosis in a
distribution. Norusis (1993) emphasizes that; 'it is unreasonable to expect the

-

obsenred residuals to be exadly normal some deviation is expeded because of
sampling variationn(329). The histogram for V I 00, fear that a thief will break into
your home when you are away, presents a slightiy irregular distribution.

V101,

fear that someone will use a weapon to take sornething fiom you has a

negativeiy skewed distribution. Despite an unusual scattergram, the histogram
for V102. bar that someone will steal your coat when it has been left
unattended, has a relatively normal distribution. V103, fear that someone will

cheat or con you out of a large sum of money, does not prasent a normal
histogram. The left side of the distribution appean normal, however, the right
side contains very few values and does not resemble a curve. V I 04,fear of
being sexually assaulted has a fairly nomial histogmm. Finally, TOTAL, the

composite measure of fear, also has a moderately well-ôalanced histogram.

An analysis of the histogms indicates that V I 03 is sligM y inegular while
the other four equations are acceptable. The normal probability plots provide the

final criteria for evaluading normality.
Normal probability piots display the observed distribution of residuals
against the expected normal distribution.

Normality is approved when the data

points converge around the straight line. (Norusis 1993) The nomal probability
plot for V100, fear that a thief will break into your home while you are away,
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indicates a slight dip below the line at the bottom and a corresponding dip above
the line at the top. Overall, this variable appears to be normal. For V101, fear

that sorneone wiai a weapon will take something from you, a few obseived
values are slighüy below their expected lbvels but generally, normali W
achieved. The normal probability plot for VI 02. fear that someone will steal your
coat when left unattendeci, shows two virtually identical Iines. For V I 03,fear that

someone will cheat or con you out of a large sum of money, the observed values
diverge moderately about the midway point of the expecZed values. This result
suggests that normaliîy may not be achieved. Overall. V104, fear of k i n g
sexually assaulted presents cungnient distributions. Finally, the observed and
expeded distributions for TOTAL are almost identical.

An evaluation of the scattergram, histogram and normal probability plot for

each regression equation indicates that al1 of the variables, except for V103,
meet the assumptions. However, as indicated in ~hapterIII, log1O and

log(10+1) transformations failed to significantly improve the distributions. As a
resuit, VI03 may be used in its untransfomed state providad that resuits are
interpretedwith caution.

MULTICOLLINEARITY
Multicollinearity. another assumption required for muitivariate analysis,

occurs when independentvariables are highly correlatecl with each oîhet.

Tabachnick and Fidell(1989) suggest that failufe to prewnt multicollinearity
does not invalidatethe resutts so much as weaken them because it is difficult to
separate the effeds that each of the variabks exerts on the dependent variable.
A correlation matrix presents information to evslwte the existence of

multicollinearity.
A review of the zero-order correlation matfices indicates that none of the

bivariate correlations approximate -70. In faa, the strongest correlation is
between neighbourhood disorder and neighbourhoodsatisfaction at -37.Thus,

muIticollinearity does not present a problem among these variables.

Outliers are extreme data points whidi may skew results. SPSS provides
two strategies in order to identify the existence of outliers in the data. Casewise
plots present information for cases with standardued rasiduals wiai large values.
Mahalanobis distance displays the f i e highest and lowest values for each
equation. A fiequency plot of each variable also yields basic information on the
distribution. Examining the plots and the Mahalanobis distance indicates that
there are no outJiers in the data.

There are three pmœsses availabk for dealing with missing data;

paimise or listwise deletion and mean substitution. W h the pairwise technique,
cases with missing data are matched and deleted as a pair. Listwise maintains
al1 variables included in the anafysis and eliminates cases with missing values.
This is the default for aie regression procedure in SPSS. Mean substitution
takes the mean for the variable and assigns it to the cases with missing values.
A comparkm of the ftequencies for variables in both the general survey and the

subset of cases mth missing values was conduded. The distribution of the
missing values dosely approximates the distribution of the overall sample. This
analysis indicates that there are no signifiant differences between the
subsample of missing values and the overall sample. As a result,-mean
subsütuüon has been used in the regression analysis. By adopting this
measure, a larger sample size may be maintained through both the regression
and path analyses thereôy adding to the q u a l i of the models. The aitemative to
adopting the mean substitution approach wouM result in the loss of 344 cases
from household ncome, representing a loss of 34% of the total number of cases.

The rest of the variables used in the analyses had 10% or fewer rnissing
cases.

The case to variable ratio assumes that there are enough cases in the
data set to support the analysis of a certain number of independent variables. An

acceptable ratio is considered 25 cases for each independent variable.

(Tabachnidc and Fidell1989) In this researcti project, there are 9 independent
variables and a total of 1002 cases. As a resuit of adopüng the mean
substitution approach to missing cases, the case to variable ratio is 1002:9 or
111-3:1. This figure certainly exceeds the recommended 250 cases for a mode1
with a comparable number of independent variables.

After evaluating these assumptions for mulovariate analysis, it is

concludeci that al1of the variables are acceptable. V103, fear that someone will
cheat or con you out of a large sum of money, is weak in tems of normality but

transformations attempting to improve the-distributionhave faiied. With cautious
interpretation of v103. the muitiple regression analysis and path analysis may

proceed.

Regression anaipis is useful to identify the strength of the relationship
between a dependent variable and a set of independentvariables and then to
detenine, where appropriate, the sïgnificance of each independent variable in

that relationship.(TabaChnidc and FiielltQ89) The cornputer software
'Statistical Padcage for the Social Sciencesm(SPSS)provides a regression
programme that facilitates testing the models developed for thb research project.
The Vegression enter" procedure has been employed for each regression

equation. This technique generates a variety of statistics by enterhg al1 of the
independent variables as a group regardless of their individual contribution to R2.
This technique pemits testing the overall model as well as detennining
significant predictors.

Overall, su< regression equations have k e n ptoduœd reflecüng each of

the 6 dependent variables. In order to test the

spedfc appmach to

explaining fear ofcrime,each dependenf variable was tested using gender, age.
household income, educabion, satisktion with police, perception of
neighbourhood

rate, satisfaction with neighbourhood as a place to live,

perception of neighbwmood inciviliaes, and previous victimkation experience in
the past year.

The following section presents the findings from the multiple regression
analyses, indicating which models are useful and which variables produœ

signifiant efieds in prediding fear of aime.

-

"TOTAL" COMPOSITE VARIABLE
In the first regression equabon. the e&as of gender, age, household
income. education, previous vidimization, level of neighbourhood inciviliües,
perception of neighbouhood crime rate, neighbourhood atbchrnent and level of
satisfaction with police seMces on TOTAL are tested- Recalling Chapter III,
TOTAL is a composite variable that repmsents level of wony reported by

respondents about five specific crimes. According to the theoretical model,

these variables should al1produce some eFfect on the dependent variable, with
gender, age, household income and education (socio-economic status)
producing the strongest effects. The findings should indicate that people who
are vulnerable, in particular, older andlor younger women with lower levels of

education and in the low income bracket express the most fear of ~i~mization.
Table 4.1 presents the unstandardued regression coefficients (8) and
intercept. the standardized regmsion coefficients (b), s?, and R, ?i and R2,.
Wai al1 variables in the equation, Ra = 2 0 (R2w = -19) indicating that this

combination of independentvariables accounts for 20% of the varianœ in
predicting which residents are woried about becoming the victim of a crime. Of
that 20%. vimially al1 (-18) of the varianœ is explained by the five signifiant
independent variables with the test (-02)generated jointly by al1 9 independent
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variables. The F values for the standardized regression coefficients as well as
the 95% confidence intervals indkate that five of the nine independent variables
produce signifiant effiscts on TOTAL.

HIDISOR (228) produces a moderate effea on TOTAL, suggesting that
residents who perceive that disorder is a probiem in their neighbouhood are
more likely to worry about being vidhnized. This is consistent with the findings of
Covington and Taylor (1991).

WOMEN (254) produœs a strong effect, indicating that women may be
more likely than men to report feding womed about becoming the victim of a
crime. This finding is supported by the research of Taylor and Hale (1986). Wan
(1984) and Skogan and Maxfield (1981) and is consistent with the theoretical

model which posits that people who are vulnerable within society are more likely
to be fearhif .

CRATE (--098)has a weak effect on the dependent variable. This

suggests that people who perceive an increase in their neighbourhood crime rate
are more likely to report being worried about crime than are those who perceive
a stable or decreasing rate. Research conduded by Skogan (1990) supports
this finding.
V265 (--151) also has a weak efbct on the dependent variable. This
indicates that there is a relationship between fear of crime levels and number of
years of education. People with feww years of education are more likefy to
report being fearful.

Table 4.1 :
Multiple Regmasion of 8 IndependentVariables on
TOTAL Composio. Measure for Fear of Crime

-

Gender (WOMEN)

-587

.254

RZw=0.19

.O73

-

Sat with Police (POLICE)

1

-.O10

1

-.OW

1

Neigh Sat (SOMESAT)

1

.O48

1

.O14

1 - 1 lnterœpt = 2.859

-

-

- -

-

-

-

4225

Crime Rate (CRATE)

Neigh Disorder (HIDISOR)

1 p<.0001

1

-571

1

-228

s? (total) = .O2

.O11

-.O98

1

-051

1

Finally, V26 (-.139) has a weak efkct on TOTAL. This finding suggests

that younger people are more likely to wony about becoming the vicüm of these
types of crimes than older peopk. This finding is consistent with the theoretical
model guiding this research. That is, that because some younger people are
vulnerabk as manifest by physical, social and economic conditions, they are
more likely to worry about k i n g vicdimïzed.
Although this mode1is significant, the nine predidors do not account for a
majority of the variance in the dependent variable. Using a composite variable

limits the analysis because one of the dependent variables may be pulling
respondents away from the average response. This appears to be the case with
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sexual assault. However, this overall mode1does serve as a benchmark for the
following analysis, perrnitüng an evaluation of the usefulness of different
measures of fear of crimee This first regression. using TOTAL, indicates the
value and potential limitations of using a single, generai model of fear of crime.

Although signifiant, the amount of varianœ explained by the model is not high
indicating that the model is not very useful, or altematively, that the rnethod of

measurementrequires tetoaling, The remainder of this -on

will provide some

information on the rnerits of measuring fear of specific crimes.

V I 00: FEARTHAT A THEFWlLL BREAK
[NT0 YOURHOME
This regression equation considen the strength of gender, age,
household incorne, education, police, neighboumood incivilities, neighbourhood
satisfaction, previous vidimization and perception of neighbourhood crime rate in
predicting worry that a thief will break into your home when you are away. It is

assurned that al1of the variables will have an effect on the dependent variables.
Table 4.2 displays the unstandarduecl mgression coeffidents (B) and

intercept, the standardized regression coefficients (b), s?, and R, R2and R2,
with al1variables in the equation.

When al1 variables are entered into the equation, R2= -07 (R2, = -06).
The value for R2is extremely low indicating that these nine independent

variables account for virtually none of the varianœ in predicting which residents
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are fearhrl of a thief enten'ng their home. Of the 7% of the variance explained.

more Vian half (-041) is accounted for by the three significant predictors.

Table 4.2:
Multiple Regmssion of 9 Independent VadabkQ on Fear that a Thief
Ml Break into Your Home White You am A m y

1 Variables
W . 07

1 Gender (WOMEN)

R2,q=.O6

1 Household Incorne ( ~ 2 7 2 )

R=.26
F(9,992) =7.824

1 Sat. with Police(P0LfCE)
1 Neigh Sat (SOMESAT)
1 Crime Rate (CRATE)
1 Neigh Disorder(HIDIS0R)

p<.0001
intercept= 4.589

s6 (sig) = .O41
s? (total) = .O29

Although the overall model is not significant, consideration of the
standardized regression coefficients reveal three significant predictocs. WOMEN

(-100) produœs a weak effed on this measure of fear. This suggests that
women are somewhat more likely than men to report k i n g kaamil of a thief
breaking into their home. The coefficient for V272 (-119) also has genetated a

weak effect on this dependent variable, indicating that people with higher
incomes are more likely to report fear of having their home burglarized.

The

higher value (-143) for HIDISOR implies that people who perceive that
neighbourhood disorder is a probkrn are more likely than respondents who are
not at a l concemed about neighbourhooddisorder to be wonied about becoming
the victim of this type of crime. These findings correspond to research muits of
Skogan (1990) and Lewis and Salem (1981).

CRATE (--093) approaches significanœ in this model. This suggests that
people who perceive an inaease in aieir neighbouhoodm e rate are more
Iikely to be womed about break and enter than those people who perceive a

stable or declining crime rate.

This multiple regression analysis indîcates that women, people who are
concemed about neighbourhood disorder and people with higher incornes may
be more likely to report being concemed about having their home burglafized.

V'f01: FEARTHAT YOUWILL BEMUGGED
BY SOMEONE
Wmi A WEAPON
This regression equation considen the strength of the independent
variables in prediding the respondent's kar of being mugged. The equation

tests the significanœ of gender, age, household income, education. satisfaction

with police, perception of neighbourhood incivilities, satisfaction with
neighbouhood. perception of aime rate and previous victirnization

on fear that

you will be mugged by sorneone with a weapon.

Table 4.3 displays the unstandardized regression coefficients (6) and
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intercept. the standardized regression coefficients (b), s f , and R. R2and R2@
with al1variables in the equation.

Men al1variables are entered hto the equation, Ra = .13 (RZw = -12).
The value for R is mer low indicating that these nine independent variables

account for little of the variance in predicting which residents are fearhil of being
mugged by someone W h a weapon. More than thmequarters (-10) of the
variance is explained by the three sgnificant predidors.
An examination of the standardized regression coefficients reveals three

variables which generate signifiant effects. HIDISOR (239)produœs a
moderate effed, implying that people who perceive that neighbourhood disorder
is a problem are more likely than respondents who are not at al1conœmed about

neighbourhood disorûer to be wonied about becoming the victim of this type of

crime.
WOMEN (-171)produœs a moderate efkct, suggesting that women are

more likely to report being wonied about k i n g robbed by someone wielding a
weapon than men. This is consistent with the theoretical model which argues
that women, as vulnerabîe people in sdety, Ml be more likely to express
concerns about vicümization.
V265 (0.136)generates a weak negative effbct indicating that people with

lower levels of education report k i n g fearful of mugging.
V26 (463) approaches significanœ in this model. This value suggests

that younger people are more likely than older people to be afraid of being

mugged.

Table 4.3:
Multiple Regmmion of 9 IndependentVariables on Fear that
Someone With a Weapon Wll Steal Something Fmm You

1

- - -

-

-

*A3

1 1.O73 1

1 Gender (WOMEN)
-

Househoiâ lnwme ( ~ 2 7 2 ) -023

1 Education (~265)

-171

1

.O50

1 -.260 1

1 Sat with Police (POLICE) 1
1 Neigh Sat. (SOMESAT) 1
1 Wctim of Crime (ViCTlM) 1

-139

.O98
-174

1
1
1

436

.O19
.O11

.O24

.O32

-

-

1

.O19

1 1 1 -

R2*=.1 2

R=.362
F(9.992) = 16.592
p<.0001
Intercept = 4.218

s6 (sig) = -10
s? (total) = .O3

1 Neigh Disorder (HIDISOR) 1 1.630 1

.239

1

.O52

AHhough this mode1 is significant, it does not aaxrunt for much variance.
Overall, this moâel indicates that wornen, people with lower levels of education
and people concemed about neighbourhood disorder are significant predictors.

Age also approaches significanœ indicating that younger people rnay be more

likely to repoit worry about k i n g mugged. However, given the substantial

amount of variance contributeci by the significant predictom, it is evident that the
full amplement of variables is not necessary to produœ a significant and useful
model.

In thls equation, the significance of the set of independent variables on
fear that you will have your coat stolen wiil be tested. The independent variables

indude age, gender, household incorne, education. satisfactrConwith police,
perception of neighbourhood crime rate, satisfaction

with your neighbourhood.

perception of neighbourhood incivilities and previous vidimization experience. It
is expected that al1 of these variables will a m the dependent variable to

produœ a signifiant model that predids which Winnipeggers are worried about
having their coat stolen.
Table 4.4 displays the unstandardized regression coeficients (8) and

intercept, the standardized regression coefficients (b), s?, and R. R2and R2,
with al1 variables in the equation.

When al1variables are entered into the equation, R2= -10 (R2@= -10)
indicating that the nine independent variables account for virtually none of the

variance in predkting which residents are feamil of someone stealing their coat
when left unattended. Values for the squared partial coneIations (si3 define the
source of the variance; more than half (.065)of the variance is conûibuted by the

significant predidon with the rest (.035) jointiy contributed by the complete set of

van'ables.

Table 4.4
Multiple R e g ~ i o of
n 9 IndependentVariables on Fear that
~ o m e o will
k Stml You &t mien Ldt Unatbnded
Variables

1 6

1

b

1

s?
RWO

-

- -

-122

.O18

~ouseholdlncome ( ~ 2 7 2 ) 4 0 8

-.O16

Gender (WOMEN)

R',=.lO

Rs.322
F (9,992) = 12.765
p<.0001

1 Neigh Sat (SOMESAT) 1 -.474 1 0.048 1 -

lntercept= 6.499

SP(sig) = .O65

sP (total) = .O35

1 Neigh Disorder (HIDISOR) 1 1-173 1

-159

1

-023

Considering the standardued regression coefficients, V26, CRATE and
HlDlSOR produœ signifiant effects. CRATE (--110) prduœs a moderate
effect on this measure of fear suggesüng that people who perceive an increase

in their neighbourhood aime rate are more likely to be womed about having their
coat stolen than those people who perceive a stabie or declining crime rate.

The moderate value (-159) for HlDlSOR irnpliea that people who perceive
that neighbourhood disorder is a problem may be more likely than respondents

who are not at al1 conœmed about neighbourhood disorder to be worried about

bewming the vidim of this type of crime.

V26 (-.175) al-

produces a moderate positive effect on fear, indicating

that younger people are more likely to be concemed with having theit coat stolen
than older people. These findings are not surphing considering that younger
people and people who Iive in lowepincome neighbourhoods with physical

disorder are more likely to muent envimnments. such as bars and restaurants
where coat security is limited.
This multiple regression anaiysis indicates that younger people, people
concernecl with neighbourhood disorder and people who perceive an increase in

their neighbourhood crime rate are most likely to be conœmed about having
their coat stolen when it has been left somewhere unattended. The values for
the squared partial correlations indicate that ais mode1 is useful, that is. the joint
contribution of variance is significant.

V I 03: FEARTHAT YOUWILL BECHEATEDICONNED
OUTOF YOURMONEY
The equation for V I 03 tests the e f h b of age. gender, household
incorne, education, perception of neighbouhood crime rate. satisfaction with
neighbouhood, perception of neighbourhood inciviliües. previous victimization
experienœ and satisfaction

with police service on predicting

the respondent's

fear of being cheatecüconned out of a large sum of money. It is assumed that
al1of the variables will account for some of the varianœ in the model.

Table 4.5 displays the unstandardized regression coefficients (B) and
intercept. the standardùed regression caefficients (b), s?, and R, R2and RZw

with al1 variables in the equation.

Table 4.5:
Multiple Regnuion of 8 Independent Varkbles on h a f that You will
ôe CheatWConned Out of a Large Sum of Money

1 Gender (WOMEN)

1

-Os0

1

-009

1 Household lncome(v272) 1

-013

1

-026

1 Sat with Police (POLICE) 1
1 Neigh Sat (SOMESAT) 1

1
-251 1

.O27

1 Vidm of Crime (VICTIM) 1 -.Il0 1

-015

1 Crime Rate (CRATE)
Neigh Disoider (HIDISOR)

-005

.O01

1 - 1 RzH=.08
1 - 1 Rz.299
1 - 1 p~.OO01 1 - 1 Intercept = 4.447

1 - 1 sr' (sig) = -066

1 -.382 1 -.O59 1 - 1 sP (total) = .O23
1-374

-194

-033

i

M e n all variables are entered into the equation, R2= -09 (RZM = -08).
The value for R2is extremely low indicating that the nine independent variables

accwnt for virhially none of the varianœ in predicting which residents are feamil

of being cheatedlconned out of money. Of the 9% of the varianœ explained,
two-thirds (-066)is contributeci by the three signifiant predictors. The rest (-023)

results from a joint contribution by al1 nine independent variables.
Considering the standardized regression coefficients, HIDISOR, V265 and
V26 produœ signifcant effects. HIDISOR (-194) produces a moderate effect,
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suggesting that people who perceive neighbourhooddisorder as a problem are
more likely to be worned about k i n g cheatlconned out of money than those
people who do not beliive that neighbouhood disorder is a pmblem.
V26 (--106) also produces a moderate effed on the dependent variable.
This suggests that younget people are more likely to wony about being
cheatedlconned out of their money than older people.

Finally, V265 (-149) generates a moderate effèct indicating that people
with lower levels of education are more likely to repoit fear of k i n g cheated or
conned out of money.

WRh cautious interpretation of the findings. this multiple regression

analysis suggests that people who report a high level of concern about
neighbourhood disorder, people with lower levels of education and younger

people are most likely to be concemecl about being conned or cheated out of
money.

V I 04: FEARTHAT YOUWILL BESEXUALLYASSAULTED
The final regression equation tests the significanœ of age, household
incorne, education. perception of neighboumood crime rate, satisfaction with
police service. perception of neighbourhoad inciviliüas, satisfadion with
neighbourhood and previous vicümuation in prediding fear of sexual assault. As
explained in Chapter III,in order to achieve a normal distribution of residuals,

men have been exduded from thls anatysis.
Table 4-6 dispkys the unstandardized regmion coefficients (6)and
intercept. the standardired regmion coefficients (b), s f . and R. R2and RZa
with al1 variables in the equation.

Table 4.6:
Multiple Regression of 8 Independent Varkbles on Fear that You Will
Be the Victim of Sexual Assauit

1 Variables

I

B

I

b

b e l
-063

Ag@0126)

--O51

e.261

Household Incorne (v272)

.O30

-057

R2=.12

- R2,q=*l1
1 Education 01265)
1 -.186 1 -.O87 1 - 1 R=-350
1 Sat. with Police (POUCË) -1 0.146 1 -.oh - 1 F (8,515) = 8.974
1 Neigh Sat. (SOMESAT) 1 -.O97 1 -.O10 1 - 1 pc.0001
lntercept = 7.339

sn (sig) = .O89

1 Neigh Disorder (HIDISOR) 1 1.209 1

-167

1

.O26

1 s? (total) = -031

When al1 variables are entered into the equation, Ra= .12 (RaH = -11).
The value for R2is rather low indicating that the eight independent variables
account for little of the variance in prediding which women are wonied about

being sexually assaulted. In deconstructing the variance, 74% (-089)is
accounted for by two signifiant variables. The remainder (-031) has been jointly

contributed by the set of predictor variables.

An examination of the standardized regression coefficients indicates that
two of the independent variables produœ signifiant effects. V26 produœs a
strong effiect (-.261) on this measure of fear indicating a i t younger women are

more wonied about becoming the v i d h of sexual assault than older women.
This resonates with the -al

dimete that badgers young women about personal

security. By cantrast, older women are kss likely to have received such

messages and initially were socializeâ in a context that tolerated or even

encouraged the victimization of women.(Stanko 1990)
HIDISOR produœs a moderate effiect (-167) on the dependent variable.
This value suggests that women who perceive neighbourhood disorder to be a .
problem are also conœmed about being senially assaulted. This is consistent
with research conductad by Pain (1996), Covington and Taylor (1991). Baumer
(1985) and Lewis and Salem (1981).

V265 (9.087) approaches significance. This indicates that women with

lower levels of education are more likely to report fear of sexual assauk

This mulüple regression anaîysis indicates that younger women and
women who are worried about neighbourhood disorder are most likely to be

concerned about sexual assauit. However, the small amount of shared variance
indicates that al1of the variables in this madel do not significantly contribute to
predicting which women worry about becoming the vicüm of sexual assault.

The multiple regression equations for each dependent variable reveal a
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consistent pattern of significance for the vulnerability variables age and gender,
and the socio-economic status indicators of household incorne and education.
Unfortunately. the total of variance explained by aiese models is quite low
relative to the composite dependent variable model and to other models
generated in social science research. Despite the low values for 2,the findings
do provide useful information on significant predictors.

As a result, asking one

general question about fear of ~rÏrne,followeâ by subsequent questions which
offer dïfierent situations is a usehrl methodological improvement to asking only
one general question or asking only specific questions.
The path analysis model should yieM additional information on the
strength of the multiple regression findings by identifying indirect effects that

each variable exerts on fear of crime.

Path analysis is an effective method to calculate direct and indirect effeds

of an independentvariable on the dependent variable. Through this method, the
avenues an independent variable takes to affeding the depending variable may
be identiied. ûf particular interest to this research projeci is identnying and

evaluating the degree to which vulnerability &ansrnits through the other
independent variables to affect fear of

levels. Recalling Chapter III,

vulnerability is manifiest in age, gender and socio-economic stahis. Thus, in
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order to test the theory that vulnerability affeds fear of crime, the effects of the

vulnerabilïty variabk on eadi independent variable as well as-thedependent
variable TOTAL dl be measured. Techniques developed by Alwin and Hauser
(1975) perml the calculation of a l direct and indiradeffeds in this recursive

model. To simplify the path analpis, TOTAL. the composite masure for fear of

crime, will serve as the dependent variable.

The total, direct and indirect effiects of the independent variables on
TOTAL are presented in Table 4.7. A cursory glana at the figures indicates that
very little of the effects of age, gender or socioeconomic status (household

income and ducation) are transmitted through other vatfables to affect fear of
crime. Because the effed of spuriousness on the variables was quite small,
perhaps due to the sample size, only the direct and indirect effects will be

discussed.
None of the variables, induding those reflecüng vulnerability, exhibit a

substantial indirect effect on TOTAL. Detemiiningthe perœntage of the total
effect mediated by indirect elfeds, achieved by dividïng the indirect effects by

the sum of the direct and indirect effects. may yield further information.

Age has an indirect e#ed of 4 4 , a direct effed of 5166 and a total effect

of ,244. Considering al1 possible paths, dose to onequarter of the effect of age
on fear of crime is mediated through VZIZ, V265. Hidisor, Police, Vicüm.

Somesat and Crate. In particular. the largest portion of the effect is contributed
through Hidisor. This indicates that younger people are more likely to perceive

neighbourhood disorder and of these young people, those who perceive
neighbourfwod disorder are more likely to wony about becorning the victim of a
crime.
For education, the total effed (458) is subdivided into -07 for indirect
and -A 50 for direct effects on TOTAL More than 30% of its effect on fear of
crime is mediated through V272, Police, Somesat and C m . The strongest path
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is though Hidisor. Alaiough the path coefficients are low, this result suggests
that people with a low soci~nomic

status are more likely to perceive

neighbouhood disorder, and those who perceive neighbourhood disorder are
more likely to wony about becoming the vidm of a crime.
Incorne has a total effed of 0.153. a direct et?èctof -.O56 and an indirect
effect of ,054.

Examining al1 paths. almost h a lof the effect of income on fear of

crime is mediated through HIDISOR, POLICE, VICTIM, SOMESAT and CRATE.

Virtually al1 of the e f k t is contributed through HIDISOR. This suggests that
people with lower incomes are more likely to report problems with
neighbourhood disorder and those who report neighboumood disorder are more
likely to worry about being victimized.

Finally, gender has -309 in total effects. .O5 in indirect effeds and -259 in
direct effeds. This distribution indicates that only 16% of the effed of gender on

fear of crime is mediated through V272. V265, Hidisor, Police. Vicüm, Somesat
and Crate. The largest indirect effea is mediated through Crate.
Despite the seemingly large percentages. the suppressor effects for age,
household income, education and gender are quite small, thereby producing
very I i l e influence in the ulamate outcome of the model. The remaining

contextual variables produced even smaller e f f m .
In table 4.8. the total, direct and indirect effects of age, sociosconomic
status and gender on the other independent variables is evaluated. Relative to
the e M s on TOTAL, the vulnerability variables mediate through independent

1

Table 4:) Total, Indirect and Direct Enetb of the Predetennined
Variables on Hidisor, Hhld Incorne, Education, Police, Victim and
Somesat
-M

Pm-

Tapl

indiradEfkds via
,

VafiaMe

detem"ed

Hidisor

Age

-199

,005

-008

Gender

-047

-021

Hhld Inc

469

-

-002

Education

-.W2

0.034

Age

0.06

C

Gender

4 3

Education

,204

Age

--161

Gender

~ h i n c ~ d i i t~

1

-

i

-

-.O1

-

Educat

Police

Victim

O

-

442

-

Age

--O96

,002

Hhld lnc

--O44

-

.O12

Education

-.O93

.O16

-

Hidisor

-114

-

-

Vlm

-159

Age

-,155

Hhld tnc

,020

-

€ducation

-036

.MM

-

Gender

-.O51

-004

--ô01

Age

0.073

.O04

Hhld Inc

0.233

-

O

Education

0,147

Gerider

O

-005

-

-

-

-

0.218

-

-

-024

LI

O

O

œ

I

Sornesat

-

-

-

œ

O

-

-

-.O2

-.O2

,016

-

-.O05

-005

-

-.005

-

Oired
EM

-

0-03

L

cmte

-

L

Hh Inc

vii
i

O

O

O

-

y169

-

-.O48

-

0.027

O

O

-

-.120
.2W
0-161
-.O42

-.O66

-

0.074

-

-114

O

0.078

-159
-.149

-

-

-

9.048

-005

-

0-02

-.O 14

-

-

cc

-020
-032

0.049

O

-.O19

--165

703

-

-.O24

O

-.O2

0.069

.O37

,021

.W3

.O14

O

.O14

-.O1 5

Hidisor

-324

-

.O32

-292

Crate

463

-

-

-

O

O

9.163
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variables to a f k t other independent variables.

By treating each independent variabîe as the dependent variable and then
generaüng the zerwrder correlation coefficients. the strength of the efbcts of
age, gender and sodosconomic status may be obtanied.

Considering Hidisor as the dependent variable, age has a total effect
value of -.199, direct effects of -21 8 and indirect effects of .O1 3. Almost two-

thirds of the eftect of age on Hidisor is mediated through Education. This
indicates that younger people are more Iikely to have a lower level of educaüon.
and those with a lower socio-economic status are more Iikely to perceive

neighbouhood disorder as a problem. Education only diredly afkds Hidisor
with a total effed of 0.082. This indicates that people with a lower education

rnay be more likely to peiceive neighboumood disorâer as a problem than those
people with a higher education. Gender affeds Hidisor directfy with an effect of
-047 and indirecüy through V272 at .02. The indirect effbct represents almost
half of the total e M of gender on Hidisor. Alaiough the overall effed is small,

the figure suggests that wornen are slighüy more likely to have a higher
household income and those with higher household income are more likely to
perceive neighbouhooddisorder as a problem.

Age, househoîâ income. education and gender are also mediated through
several independent variables to affect perception of police. Age has a total
effed of -.096, an indirect efkct of -.026, and a direct e W of -.W.
Age

travels through V265, V272. Hidisor and Vicüm. The largest indirect effect for
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age is through Victim. Fully one-fifth of the total e f k t of age is mediated
through Vidim. This demonstrates that younger people are more likely to be
victimized directly or indirectfy through interactions with other people and that
people who have been vidimùed are iess likely to express satisfacüon with their

police service.
For V265. the total efkcts (--093) are compnsed of both indirect efkcts.
mediated through V272 (.016). HIDISOR (--005) and VlCTlM (-005) and direct

effeds (--074) affecüng Police. Almost 20% of the total effed is mediated
through V272. This indicates that people with lower levels of education are more
likely to report a lower household income and those who report low household
income are less likely to be satisfied with police services. Given the relative size
of the effect, the reliability of this conclusion is limited.

Household income is mediated through Hidisor (0.016) to affect
satisfaction with police seniiœs. Close to 20% of household income on police
travels through perception of neighbourhood disorder.

The total (-.009). indirect (--007) and direct (-.001) effeds for gender are
also considerably weak. Similat to education, the strongest mediated effect
travels through V272.

Age, education, household income. and gender also indirecüy affed
neighboumood satisfaction. Age has a total e W of -.073. no total indirect
effect and a direct effbct of -.014. It has paths through V265. V272, Hidisor and

Crate. The strongest indirect effect traveb through CRATE with a value of -.002.
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This indicates that younger people are more likely to perceive an increasing
neighbourhood m*merate as a problem and those who perceive an increasing
neighbouhood crime rate are kss likely to report being satisfied with their

neighbouhood as a plaœ to Iive.
For V265, the total effed (-.IN),
indirect (-074) and direct (9.089) effects
are al1 more substantiel than the ones for V26. Close to onequarter of the total

effet% of V265 on Somesat pass thrwgh Hidisor. This indicates that those with
a lower level of education are more likely to report neighbourhood disorder and

those who report neighbourhood disorder are more Iikely to be unsatisfied with
their neighbourhood as a plaœ to live.
Gender produces a total effed of -037. a direct e W of ,052 and a total
indirect effect of -.O1 on Somesat The strongest effed (-021) travels through
household incorne. This path suggests that women rnay be more likely to have a
higher household i n m e and those with a higher household incorne are more
likely to report neighbouhood satisfaction. This resuk is consistent wïth the
general findings in the literature on neighbouhood attachment and satisfaction.
Household incorne has a total direct efkt of -233, a direct eff& of -.165
and an indirect effect of -.O68 on neighbourhood satisfaction. The strongest

effect (0.05) is mediated through HIDISOR, indicating that people with a lower
household income are more likely to perceive neighbourhood disorder and those
people who perceive neighbouhood disorder are more likely to report
neighbourhood dissaüsfacüon.
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The rewlts of this path analysis indicate that the variables renecting
vulnerability, that is age, the s~~~~o-econornic
status indicators of household

income and educaüon, and gender, do not produce signifiant indirect e-.
Aithough it is possible to specuulate on the indirect effeds h m the rasuits of the
path coenicients, the values of the efkcts are so small as to predude any

definitive condusion about the strength and validity of vulnerability in deteminhg
fear of crime.

As indicated in the statement of the problem section. this research project

contains several ams. The central hypothesis of the research argues that the
concept of vulnerability, expressed through age, gender and soào-economic
status, both diredly and indirecüy affects fear of crime. In addition. the
applicability of fear of crime predidors commonly induded in the international
literature has b e n evaluated within a Canadian context through multiple
regression and path analysis procedures. New measurernenttechniques for
both dependent and independent variables have been induded in the Winnipeg

Area Study. The usehilness of these techniques in advancing fear of crime
research has been demonstrateci. Finally, the theory that fear of sexual assault
leads to heightened fear of other crimes has been tested.

In this chapter. the findings from the previous resuk chapter will be

discussed and summarired according to thek impact on the study of fear of
crime in Canada. The research aims ouflined above will be evaluated within this
wntext.

In order to accept or rejed the vulnerability hypothesis, the multiple
regression equations and path analysis results must be examined, paying
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particular attention to age, gender and the sociwconomic

status indiators of

household income and educaüon. Mulople regession focuses on the direct

relationships between independent variables and the dependent variable and
provides the arnount of variance expleincd by the set of independent predictors.

Results for TOTAL, the composite dependent variable for fear of crime,

indicate that neady one-fifth of the variance is explained by the combination of
age, gender. household income, education. neighCouhood disorder. previous

victimization experience, perception of police service, neighbourhood satisfaction
and perception of neighbourhood crime rate. Gender presents a strong
influence and neighbouhood disorder generates a moderate influence on the
total amount of explained variance. Age, education and perception of
neighbouhood crime rate, although weak. also account for some of the
explained variance in this model. Household income does not offer a signifiant

contribution to explahing the composite measure for fear of crime.
Close to haif of the variance accaunting for bar of having your home
robbed while you are away is explained by gender, household income and

neighbourhooddisorder. Despb the significance of these variables, the overall
explanatory value of this model is not significant.
For fear that someone with a weapon will take something from you by
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force, vntually al1of the varianœ b explained by the following predictors; gender,
educaüon and perception of neighbourhooddisorder. Examining the specific
contributions of variables. perception of neighbourhood disorder and gender
produce a signifiant e

M on the dependent variable. Education yields a weak

effect Although age approaches significanœ, its value is low.

One-third of the variance for bar of having your coat stolen when left
sornewhere unattended is explained by the full gmup of predictors. Age
produces a moderate effect, indicating that younger people are more womed
about having their mat stolen than older people. 60thperception of crime raie
and perception of neighbourhooddisorder also generate a moderate effect on
the dependent variable. However, neither gender nor the socio-econornic status
indicators of household income and educaüon are signficant independent
predidon of fear, although they do contribute to the overall model.
Almost one-quarter of the variance for fear of being cheated or conned
out of a large sum of money is explained by the entire set of predidon. Age,
education and perception of neighbouhooddisorder are al1 significant
predidors, indicating that younger people. people with lower levels of education

and people concemeci about neighbourhood disorder may be more likely to

repon being wonied about this type of

Gender and household income

failed to offer meaningful contributions to the dependent variable.
Close to threequarters of the varianœ accounting for fear of sexual
assault is detemineci by hnro significant predidors, aga and perception of
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neighbouhood disorder. Age produces a strong e f f k t whereas neighbouhood
disorder generates a moderate ened Gender is an intricate factor in this model.
As indiated in the methodology chapter, induding men and wornen produced a
non-linear relationship. Women are much more likely to report fcar of sexual
assault than men. Age is also a signifiant factor in accounting for the varianœ
in the model. This indicates that younger women report k i n g more womed

about becoming the vicîim of senial assault than older women. The socioemnomic status indicators of household incorne and education do not have a
strong independent effed on fear of being sexually assaulted.
Considering the direct effects of age, gender, household income and
education on the varied measures of fear of crime, it is evident that al! four
variables. combined with the remaining independent variables, contribute to the
overall amount of explained varianœ and in several cases are significant
independent predidors. Gender is the rnost significant of the vulnerability
variables. figuring prominentiy in the dependent variables; TOTAL, fear of a thief
breaking into your home while you are away, fear of someone taking something

fiom you by force and fear of becoming the victim of senial assault. Age
provides a significant contribution to fear of beng cheated/conned out of a large
sum of money, fear of becoming the victïm of sexual assauk and the composite
measure for fear of crime (TOTAL). The sod-nomic

status indicator,

education. presents a significant contribution to the varianœ in al1 models except
for fear of a thief breaking into your home while you are away and fear of having
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your mat s t o h when left somewhere unattended. Household income only
offiers a signifkant contribution to féar of a thief breaking into your home while
you are away and fear of someone taking sornething from you by force.

The resutts of the multiple regreasion anaiysis indicate that only some of
the variables have a direct effect on fear of crime mai specifc types of crime.

Also evident, is that the swio-economic

sWus indicator household income offers

a negligible contribution in detenining an individual's level of fear of crime. Fear
of having your coat stolen, fear of being cheatedlconned out of money and fear
of sexual assauit appear to be universal across incorne levels for Winnipeg

residents. Despite the variation of significant effects, the vulnerability hypothesis
does gain support ftom the results generated for fear of being sexually
assaulted, fear of being cheated or conned out of a large sum of money, fear
that someone will take something from you by force, fear of having your coat

stolen when left somewhere unattended and TOTAL, the composite measure for
fear of m e . Consequently, vulnerability does appear to diredly influence fear
of crime.

In order to detemine whether the hypothesis should be acœpted or
rejected, the indirect effects must also be bensidered. Examining the results of
the path analysis will determine whether vulnerability indirectly affects fear of

crime levels.

The path analysis failed to generate stmng efflwts for any of the
independent variables. Howevet, the paths taken by the vulnerability variables
to fear of crime do reveal several interesthg indired efkts. Almost half of the
effect of household income on fear of crime is mediated through neighbourhood
disorder, satisfWion with police service, neighbourhood satisfaction.

neighbourhood crime rate and previous vidnnimtion. Virtually al1 of this indirect
effect is directed through neighboumood disorder, indicating that people with a
lower socio-econornic status perceive higher neighbourhood disorder than

people with a higher socio-economic status. Although not a strong effect, this
high perœntage suggests that household income, while not directly affeding fear
of crime, may indirectly affect the dependent variable.

More than thirty percent of the effect of education on fear of crime is
mediated through household incorne, perception of neighbourtlaad disorder,
satisfaction with police service, satisfaction with neighbourhood and perception
of neighbourhood crime rate. The strongest path is through neighbourhood
disorder indicating that people with a lower level of education are more likely to
report neighbourhood disorder.

Almost onequarter of the effect of age is mediated through household
income, education, neighbourhood disorder, satisfaction with police service,
previous victimization experiencé, neighbourhood satisfaction and perception of
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neighbourhood crime rate. Of this indirect enied, the greatest percentage is
directed airough neighbourhood disorder. This path suggests that young people

may be more likely to perceive neighboufiood disorder than are older people.
Finally, about tifteen percent of the ened of gender is mediated through
household inwme. education. neighbourhoaddisorder, satisfaction with police

service. previous vicümization experience, neighbouhood s a t i ~ f a ~ oand
n

perception of neighbourhood crime rate. Thus, the eff&cts of gender on fear of

crime rernain largely diBecause none of the effeds are significant, the resuits of the path
analysis do not offer support for accepting the vulnerabiiity hypothesis.
However, the pattern formed by the weak paths confirm the need for further

study. The examination of the rnulople regression and path analysis resultç
indicate that as stated the hypothesis positing that vulnerabiiÏÏ, expressed
through gender, age and socio-economic status, diredly and indirealy affects

fear of crime cannot be accepted. Wioi specific types of ka?,the hypothesis
may be tnie, however other predictors have also demonstrateci their usefulness

in the fear of crime madel. The fact that age, gender, education and household
income are significant hdicates the applicability of these predidors in fear of
crime research as well as the need for further study.

Aside h m the vulnembility variables. other variables have been

highlighted in the international literanire. Neighbouchood disorder, previous
victimuation expetience, perception of poliœ service. neighbouhood satisfaction

and perception of neighbouhood aime rate consthte the major variables most
commonîy included in the kar of crime Ilrature. Inspection of the effects of aie
variables on each of the specific dependent variabks will reveal the applicability
of these international pndidors m i n a Canadian framework.

Only Mo of these intemationally accepted variables proved a significant
predictor. Neighbourhood disorder. a composite measure based on five

sepante indicators, was significant in al1 of the regression equations except for
fear of sexual assault This suggests that physical. environmentielated

characteristics are important in determining fear of crime. Perception of
neighbourhood

rate generated mikl effeds for the composite measure of

fear and the specific measure, kar of a thief breaking into your home while you
are away. Not surprisingly. people who are perceive an increesing

neighbourhoodcrime rate are also concemed about ieaving their home
unprotected.
The other independent variables, neighbourhood satisfaction,

perception

of poliœ semce and paevious vidimization were not significant predictors in any
of the six wparate regrassion equations. Accordingly. based on this research
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ptoject, only neighbourhoad incivilities and perception of neighbourhood crime

rate are appropriate measures for the Canadian context.

Several masures new to the study of fear of aime have been incorporated
into this research project Of parücular importance, is the way in which fear of
crime. as the dependent variable has been defined and measured. Previous

studies have focused on %ar of waking alone at night" as the accepted measure.

In this research pMect, a variety of types of aime, refleding personal and property

crimes, have been measured on a ten point sale ranging fmm not at al1 womed to
very worried. Differwices in variance explained through the use of one composite

measure and separate measures results in more accurate measures of fear. This

research pq*ectindicates that fear of crime is not generÎcally applicable to all types
of crime; people express differentïal levels of fear according to the type of offence.

Winnipeggers appear most fearful of having their home burglarized and becoming
the victim of sexual assauit. By contrast, fear of k i n g cheated or conned out of
money generated a low degree of wony for nspondents.
The second area where new measurements have been employed is in

measuring independent variables. Peroeption of neighbourhood disorder has b e n
frequently ated in the Iitersture as an infiuential variable but has rarely been probed
with meaningful questions. In the 1994 Wnnipeg Area Study, respondents were
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given five types of neighboumood disorder and asked to rate each separately
using a scaie f

i not at al1 a proMem (O) to a big proôiem (10). Although these

new measums provide a more valid a m m e n t of neighboufhood disorder, very

few respondents in this partiailar sampie reportecl lMng in amas with high
disorder. As a result, the five indicatorswere combined to mate a single variable

for neighboumood disorder-

This rneasure is usehil for contextualuing

neighbourhood disorder for respondents. It remains a valid and useful way in
which to rneasure disorder.

The resuits producmi by this research indicate the ment in induding these
moltidimensional measures of fear and neighbourhooddisorder in Mure research-

The final aim of this reseafch project is to evaluate the crime specific theory.
This theory suggests that fwr of crime among m e n is largely influenced and

detennined by fear of senial assault. If this theory is tme, there should be a
similar and signifiant amount of shared variance acniss al1 six models. Although
the amount of variance explained is fairly consistent aaoss the madels, the overall

explanatory value of these models, at less than 10% is extremely low. This
prevents da
rw
nig

any ancrete condusions about the relationship between k a r of

sexual assaut and overall kvels of fear of crime. Although there may be a

relationship between variables that predid fear of

and fesr of other types of
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crime, fear of semal assault does not exdusively determine the kvel of bar. lt may
be argued that worry and fear about the general domain of personal violence more

accurately refleds the relafionship betwieen kar of senial assauk and overall fear
of crime,

Results of this research pmject refirte the crime specific theory of b a r of

crime. Separating the relationship between the general k a t of personal violence
and the specific k a ?of sexual assaut represents a complicated undertaking that
at a minimum requires a more intricate conceptual model. Based on the model
developed for this research project, the theory that womn's fear of senial assault

largely detemines their overall fesr of aime has not been substantiated.
This chapter has summarized the aims and results of the research project
Indeed. vulnerability does directly affect fear of specific types of crime. However,
the vulnerabiIky hypothesiiwas not suppocted by the path analysis and the multiple

regression analysis indicated that other variables also contribute to fear of crime.
Onty (wo of the variables generaliy cited in international fear of cMie literature were

signifiant predidors. This suggests that international research cannot simply be
applied to the Canadien context BecauseWinnipeg is a smaller Canadian city,with

particular geographic distinctions. it is possible that these international variables
woukl be relevant to Wt Canadianjurisdidions. A national survey would provide
the data neœssary to evaluate the predidors used in international fear of crime

research.

CONCLUSION
This research project has bmadened the ftefd of f&arof crime research by
testing the vulnerability hypothesis using mulovariate analysis within a Canadian
context, incorporatingmore rekvant rneasures of fear of crime and neighbourhood

-

disorder. as well as bsürlg the applkability of international predidors and the crimespecific theory of f&ar of morneme
Results inâicate that age and gender but not sacio-

economic status directly affect fear of crime ievels across property and personal

type crimes. None of the vulnerability variables produœ signifiant indirect paths.
Intemationally recognued predictors, perception of neighbouhood disorder and
perception of neighbouhood crime rate do appear to influence fear of crime levels
in Canada. The othec indicators, induding previous vicümization experience.
neighbouhood attachment and perception of police service have not proven
influential with this data set Also rejected is the aime specific theory of fear of

crime,
Further research using a series of offences to gauge fear of crime is
necessary. A national fear of &me survey would be useful to identify regional
trends as well as the national pichire. Because the level of fear of crime in a

community Gan be affeded by the media, these results may not be applicable to
other areas of the country. The substantial media ffocw on youth gangs and other
localized types of W m e waves" suggest that findings in Winnipeg may not be
generaluedto similar s u d cioes across the country. It may also be agued that the
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social context during which the suwey was conduded makes the results time
specific. Longitudinal studies are required to determine the trend in fear of crime

levels. Future research must incorporate more relevant and robust masures of
fear of crime as well as tracking the rde of the media in tnrnpeüng the relatively

rare nurnber of random ads of violence. A study of national crime reporting

revealed that although 83% of the murder victims in 1996 were killed by a spouse
or acquaintance, the national television networks, CBC and CTV. consistently
covered the minonty of random murders.(Hess 1996)

The variation in fear of crime levels demands a multidimensionalappmach
to encourage personal safety within a community. Different people and soca
il

group in Winnipeg may require a combination of social services, police intervention
and community assistance.

In publishing safkty tips for Winnipeggers, the

Winnipeg Police Service has chosen to acknowledge fear of strangers in public
places. ( S eAppendix D) According to feminist crïminology, this apptoach ignores
the realities of interpersonal violence. A useful fear of aïme strategy requires

increased attention toward reducing violent crime. partiwlarly in the private sphere.
Onering selfdefence courses for womenwill not eliminate fear of &me because it

does not address the situations and contexts within which women are victimized.
Stanko (1995) outlines the iequirements for meaningful crime prevention and fear
of crime reduction: 'soaety must conftont head-on the responsibilitythat men bear
for family violence, and m e prevention must be more broadly conceptualireci to

.

encompass the provision of safety in relationships struchirsd by transport, housing,
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occupations. schools. and other instihitionsn(lO). Essential to this new orientation
is a movement away frorn blaming the vicüm.

A personal sakty strategy that

focuses on risk avoidanœ places the responsibility and ulümately the blame for

vicümization on the victim and not the perpetmtor. A more useful approach
demands the participation of al1 m e n s with the fewgnition that

me fact that

women are not always successful in aieir avoidanœ strategies is a commentary on
men's violence, not women's failuresn(Stanko,1995:57).
Perpetuatingthe status quo will ensure that bar of crime persists. In order
to ensure personal safety for al1 Wnnipeggers. including Winnipeg's most

vulnerable residents, meaninml social reorgankation is required. The Wnnipeg
Police Serviœ and related crime prevention agencies and community groups may
not be able to effed social change but can m i s e the personal safety and crime

prevention policies in Winnipeg.

Aloiough the scope and orientation of the

necessary revisions cannot be drawn condusively fiom this research project, aiis
investigation has come doser to idenwyingthe gmups in Winnipeg who report fear
of cfirne and has increased the necessity of further research. In the interim, guided
by the work of kmniist ciiminology theorists, some aitematives can be explored.

Acknowledging the prevalenœ and kgiümacy of interpersonal violence in society

is the essential fint step to addressing bar of crine and shaping new approaches
to securing personal safeîy wiaiin the Winnipeg community.
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APPENDIXB
QUESTION

3.

FROM
THE 1994 WINNIPEGAREASTUDY

Now a list of the rnembers of this household. To make it easier, I'm going to
ask fbr the first name of each member.
(START M
W
4 RESPONDENT ON UNE 1)

RELAllONSHIP TO RESPONDENT
01 RSPDNT
02 SPOUSWOMPANION
03 SON
O4 DAUGHTER
05 MOTHER
06 FATHER
07 SlBLlNG
08 RElATlVE
09 FRIENO
10 OTHER
99 NA
00 NR

SEX
1 MALE
2 FEMALE
AGE

FlRST NAME

RELATIONSHIP T 0 RESPONDENT

120

For the next questbn, please a n m r on a sale of V afo 7"whem V uis Vew
dissaasfied end 7 " î s Vew salisfned' If y w fée1 Lhet mur msponse is belmeen
Very dissatisfied and Very seüdbd p u wwM put you~s8ifsomewhetefrwn "2"
to dl FQr example. a Varneans#rat yw amjwt as satrdkd as you am
dissatisfied. Hem is the lirst quesbion..

How satisfied are you with your

as a place to Iive?

vew

Dissatisfied
1
2

veiy

Satisfied
3

4

5

6

7

DK
8

NOW SOM€ QUESTIONS ABOUT CRIME AND POLIClNG
Compared to TWO years ago, WOU# you Say that crime in your
NEIGHBOURHOOD has: (READ)

Increased.*,.... ........................... 3
Remaineci the same, OR........... 2
Decreased......*.......................... 1
DK...................................8
How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the level of police service in
Winnipeg? Are you...(READ)

Vety satisfmd...........
....
4
Somewhat satisfied................--.
3
Sornewhat dissatisfied.. ............. 2
Very dissatisfied
. . .......
...
....1
DK-....~.C.-.C~~~.-II...~.....~-.
8
.
.
.
.
O

Have you or any member of your household been a victim c~fa crime in
the last year?

Yes........................................... 1
No....-..........
.... .......*.........
2 (GO TO 23)
OK.....................*.-.
8 (GO TO 23)

24.

At one time or another most of us have expariend fear and wonied
about becoming the vküm of a crime. I will mad you a list of dmrent
types of crime. I would like you to indicate how much you worry about
in your everyday lk. The scale
becoming the victnn of each type of
goes h m zero to 10. if you never worry at all then you woulâ Say "zero"
for that crime. if you worry a great deal then you would say "1Q'. You
may choose any number between "On and "10"which best describes how
much bar and worry you -1 about that
How much do you worry about the possibility that..
(REPEAT FOR EACH ITEM)

a.

a thief will break into your home whik you are away-

NEVER
WORRY
DK
O
1

b.

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

IO

88

WORRY A GREAT
DEAL
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

88

someone will steal your mat, when you have left it somewhere
unattended.

NEVER
WORRY
DK
O
1
d.

2

someone will use a weapon to take something fram you by force.

NWER
WORRY
DK
O
1
c.

WORRY A GREAT
DEAL

WORRY A GREAT
DEAL
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

88

someone will cheat or con you out of a large amount of your
money.

NEVER
WORRY
DK
O
1

WORRY A GREAT
DEAL

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

88

122

e.

someone will sexually assault you.

NEVER
WORRY
O
1

25.

2

3

4

5

7

6

W R R Y A GREAT
DEAL DU
8
9
10
88

Now I mil read a Iist of things that some people have said are problems in
their neighbourhods. I would like you to indicate how much of a problem
you think each of these is for the midents of
neighbourhood. The
scale goes h m zero to 10. If you think it is NO1AT ALL a problem then
you would say "zero". If you think it is a BIG probiem then you would Say
"10". You may choose any nurnber between "On and '1 0" which best
desctibes hcnÜ much of a pmblem it is.
How much of a problem in your neighbourhood are...
(REPEAT FOR EACH ITEM)

a.

rnisbehavingjweniles?
NOT A
PROBLEM
O
1 2 . 3
4
5

b.

7

A BIG
PROBLEM
9
10

3

4

5

6

7

A BIG
PROBLEM
9
10

7

A BIG
PROBLEM
9
10

noisy neighboun?

NOT A
PROBLEM
O
1
2

d.

7

people loitering on the streets?

NOT A
PROBLEM
O
1
2

c.

6

A BIG
PROBLEM
9
10

3

4

5

6

rundown buildings and houses?

NOT A
PROBLEM
O
1
2

3

4

5

6

e.

dnig or alcohol abuse?
A BIG

NOTA
PROBLEM
O
2

PROBLEM
9
10

108. What is your highest level of education (this nidudes complete and

incomplete)? (CIRCLE CATEGORY BELOW)
Respdt

No schooling...........
.
..*......-....
..............

.

............... 01

Elementary School
Incomplete........................................................................ 02
Complete...................................................................... 03
Junior High School
Incomplete................ ....
... . .. .. ... .... ......... .. 04
Complete.................................................................. 05

.

High School
Incomplete........
. ...... . ..
Complete (GED)...........
......

.. .. . . .... . - ..... . ......... . 06
. ......-*. .
. . . 07
l

Non-University (VOCrrech, Nursing Schwls)
Incomplete..........
......
.............................................. .08
Cornplete............
.
.
.
.......*......... .. .... ... . .. .. .. . . 09
University
Incomplete...........
.
...
.
.................. ..... ... . .... ........ 1O
Diploma/Certificate (e.g. Hygienists)
...........
.......
... 11
Bacheloh ûegree...............-..-...
................................. 12
Prof&ssional Degree....................................................
13
(Vets. Drs.. Oentists. Lawyers)
Mastets Degree................................t...........................14
Doctorate.....................~~t......~......................................
15
...

12.

What is the total incorne of fl the m e m m of this housemfor this past
year h a f o taxes
~ and deductlons?
(CIRCLE THE CORRESPONDING CATEOORY NUMBER.)

... - -

_..-_-

.

--

y....

. -.,*

,'

APPENDIX CDIFFERENCE OF PROPORTIONS TEST FOR THE DEPENDENT VARIABLES
Association
Betwmn

Peanon

Speaman

NI

N2

Wei h W Average
O roportions

1 Weightrd

-Avetage

Standaid
Eiror

Z Scom

v26 & VI
00

4.088

4.042

956

1001

-0,64940

1,64940

0,01314

4.2208

v272 & vl00

0.071

0.063

658

1001

0.06659

0.83341

0.01251

0.6434

tb

-0,05451

1

1,05451

1

0,01015 1 0.0887 1

APPENDIX C (CONT'D):
DIFFERENCE OF PROPORTIONS TEST FOR THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
-

Association
6e-n

Peanon

~ 2 &6~ 1 0 5 -0.231

Speamun

4.227

ppppp

N1

956

N2

984

-

-

--

Weiahted Average
of ProporUons

1 Weighted
Average

Standard

9,022885

1.22885

0.09908

Z Scom

Enor
0,20812

